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Abstract 

Spreading depolarization (SD) is neurological phenomenon that results in the depression of neural activity 

and is found in both vertebrate and invertebrate systems. SD is characterized as a propagating wave of 

neuronal and glial depolarization. In invertebrate models this leads to complete neuromuscular shutdown. 

SD has been investigated in mammalian models for decades, as it is associated with many human 

pathologies including stroke, migraine and traumatic brain injury, however its occurrence in insects has 

only recently been determined. In the African migratory locust, L. migratoria, SD is associated with entry 

into a reversible stress-induced coma. Although there are many physiological differences in CNS 

properties between mammals and insects, the characteristics of SD remain consistent. For my thesis I 

used pharmacological and electrophysiological approaches to investigate the occurrence of SD in L. 

migratoria in response to anoxia. I characterized the variation in anoxic coma induction and recovery 

using three methods of anoxia, CO2 and N2 gas, and water immersion. These results showed that water 

immersion had increased coma induction and recovery times, whereas CO2 lead to shorter induction times 

and intermediate recovery times. I conclude that water immersion and N2 gas are the most useful methods 

of anoxic coma induction for future investigations. Additionally, I investigated the role of adenosine and 

adenosine receptor manipulation on coma recovery. Mammalian research shows that adenosine 

contributes to delayed synaptic recovery following SD. My results show that adenosine does delay 

recovery, however caffeine, as an adenosine receptor antagonist, decreased recovery times in whole 

animals and increased recovery times in semi-intact preparations. I investigated the potential pathways of 

adenosine receptor activation, exploring both cAMP and ATP-sensitive K+ (KATP) channel activation and 

inhibition. These results show that cAMP activation and KATP inhibition increased time to recover. Given 

these results, I discuss the similarity with mammalian findings and consider how this information 

contributes to a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of SD.  
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1.1 Introduction 

When exposed to environmental stressors many insects are capable of entering into a 

reversible coma. Stress-induced comas are characterized by immobility and lack of response to 

sensory stimulation due to the shutdown of neural and muscular systems. In humans coma is a 

deep state of prolonged unconsciousness resulting from shutdown of the brainstem’s reticular 

activation system (Fazekas and Bessman, 1953). Coma in insects and humans both present as an 

immobile, unresponsive state, however the mechanisms involved are different. This response 

allows insects to evade, or at least postpone, the detrimental effects associated with 

environmental stressors. Terrestrial insects are vulnerable to several natural hazards in their 

environments, including flooding, which results in a reduction or absence of oxygen. Oxygen 

deprivation causes metabolic stress within cells, resulting in impaired function, and, if prolonged, 

cell death (Wegener, 1993). Entry into coma greatly decreases energy expenditure which allows 

insects to survive extended periods of anoxic exposure without metabolic consequence 

(Hochachka 1986).  

The nervous system is particularly susceptible to metabolic stress as it is reliant on large 

amounts of energy to function properly (Laughlin et al., 1998). Much of the energy consumed in 

the nervous system is used to maintain ionic concentration gradients (Kety, 1957). During anoxia, 

ion pumps are unable to operate, resulting in a large movement of ions across cellular 

membranes. Coma onset is associated with a wave of neuronal and glial depolarization resulting 

in complete neuromuscular shutdown. This process is known as spreading depolarization (SD), a 

phenomenon that has been observed in mammals for more than 75 years (Leao, 1944; Dreier 

2011; Hartings et al., 2017). More recently the occurrence of SD has been recognized in insects 

(Robertson, 2004; Rodgers et al., 2007; 2010), which possess similar characteristics of SD as 

mammalian models (Spong et al., 2016; Robertson et al. 2020). This enables the use of insect 

models to investigate the mechanisms associated with SD and anoxic coma.  
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 I used the African migratory locust, Locusta migratoria, to investigate mechanisms 

underlying SD triggered by anoxia. This thesis investigates the influence of varying modes of 

anoxia on the characteristics of anoxic coma. Additionally, I demonstrate the effect of 

pharmacological manipulation on the induction to, and recovery from, anoxic coma, specifically 

targeting adenosine receptors and ATP-sensitive potassium channels.  

 

1.2 Anoxia 

The physiological mechanisms associated with defense against anoxia have been studied 

for decades. There are two primary strategies employed by anoxia-tolerant species; the 

upregulation of anaerobic energy production, and the downregulation of energy expenditure 

(Hochachka 1986; Hochachka et al., 1996). Without oxidative phosphorylation, cells must rely on 

the glycolytic production of ATP, however, this is much less efficient and results in the build-up 

of lactate. Therefore, ATP usage must also be decreased in order to avoid energy depletion. The 

lethal effects of anoxia are either directly or indirectly a consequence of the inability to maintain 

ATP levels within the nervous system (Nilsson and Lutz, 2004). Without sufficient energy supply 

to the CNS, neuronal membrane pumps are unable to maintain ion homeostasis (Buck and 

Hochachka, 1993). This leads to a cascade of cellular events resulting in the accumulation of 

intracellular Ca2+, among other disruptions, which impairs neuronal function and initiates cell 

death (Dirnagl et al., 1999). Due to metabolic demand and reliance on aerobic metabolism, most 

mammalian species are not anoxia-tolerant and can survive only minutes in these conditions 

(Nilsson and Lutz, 2004). Both vertebrates and invertebrates are vulnerable to the consequences 

of low oxygen environments, however some species of aquatic vertebrates, including the crucian 

carp and freshwater turtle, have proven to be extremely anoxia-tolerant (Nilsson et al., 1993; 

Fernandes et al., 1997). These model organisms have evolved different physiological strategies in 

order to survive extended periods of anoxia.   
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 Insects constitute a successful class of invertebrates that occupy numerous terrestrial and 

aquatic habitats. Similar to vertebrates, insects produce ATP aerobically to power energy-

demanding activities such as flight (Kammer and Heinrich, 1978). Flying insects, including adult 

locusts, have the highest metabolic rates known in animals (Kammer and Heinrich, 1978). 

Despite their high basal and maximal metabolic rates (Reinhold, 1999), many insects are able to 

survive periods of anoxia (Wegener and Moratzky, 1995). This capability is essential for 

terrestrial insects that encounter hypoxic/anoxic conditions within their natural habitats, such as 

flooding, ground burrows, high altitudes, and aquatic diving. Many flying insects are also 

susceptible to anoxic conditions during larval stages, prior to wing development, due to 

monsoons and flooding. The ability to tolerate anoxic conditions is an adaptive trait for many 

species. One species of tiger beetle larvae, Cicindela togata, can survive 5 days of anoxia as a 

result of flooding, whereas another con-familial species, Amblycheila cylindrformis, survives a 

maximum of 2 days in the same conditions (Hoback et al., 2000). C. togata is located in areas 

with heavy rainfall and flooding, while A. cylindriformis does not regularly experience flooding. 

The adaptive strategies responsible for survival in both species are consistent with those found in 

anoxia-tolerant vertebrates; a decrease in metabolic expenditure and an increase in anaerobic 

metabolism (Hoback et al., 2000). However, C. tongata is more effective at anoxic tolerance. 

During anoxia, this species is able to maintain normoxic ATP levels for 24 hours and retain 

locomotor ability, although minimal. Movement during anoxia is uncommon (Hochachka et al., 

1993), as the neuromuscular system is often shutdown to decrease ATP expenditure. A species 

demonstrating complete neuromuscular shutdown during anoxia is the African migratory locust, 

Locusta migratoria (Wegener, 1993). Adult L. migratoria, can survive up to 6 hours of anoxia 

(Wu et al., 2002). During anoxia, locusts enter into a reversible stress-induced coma characterized 

by electrical silence in the nervous and muscular systems.  
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The major difference between anoxia tolerance in most insects compared to the crucian 

carp and freshwater turtle, is that these aquatic vertebrates are able to maintain ATP levels within 

the CNS throughout anoxia (Nilsson and Lutz, 2004). However, the crucian carp and freshwater 

turtle employ different strategies in order to preserve ATP levels. The crucian carp remains active 

throughout anoxia and therefore requires a certain degree of electrical signaling (Nilsson et al., 

1993), similar to the strategy found in C. togata. The crucian carp supports this activity through 

increased anaerobic respiration and the ability to turn lactate into ethanol (Shoubridge and 

Hochachka, 1980). This biochemical adaptation allows the crucian carp to produce ATP via 

glycolysis without the consequence of a buildup of lactate and subsequent acidosis. Conversely, 

the freshwater turtle enters a neuromuscular shutdown with a 90-95% reduction in metabolic rate 

(Jackson, 1968). Electrical signaling in the brain is greatly reduced due to an initial increase of 

adenosine release and is maintained via channel arrest and GABA release (Lutz et al., 1985; 

Fernandes et al., 1997). Comparably, the desert locust is capable of reducing metabolic rate by 

94% during anoxia (Hochachka et al., 1993), however this metabolic depression is not a result of 

channel arrest but rather CNS arrest (Robertson, 2017). Although the underlying mechanisms of 

anoxic tolerance vary between species, the general principle of energy conservation remains 

consistent.  

 

1.3 Stress-induced coma 

Stress-induced coma in insects can be initiated by thermal stress, environmental anoxia, 

and chemical ‘anoxia’ (Wegener, 1993; David et al., 1998; Robertson, 2004; Rodgers et al., 

2007). Insects are poikilotherms, therefore they are vulnerable to temperature variation and 

exposure to extreme temperatures can result in the impairment of neural circuits (Robertson, 

1993; Robertson and Money, 2012). This impairment can greatly influence animal behaviour. 

Neural circuits, such as those responsible for locomotion, visual detection, and ventilation, can be 
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experimentally monitored in response to thermal stress. Preconditioning, in the form of prior 

heat-shock (HS), has been shown to protect these neural circuits during thermal stress by 

increasing thermal tolerance (Klose et al., 2005; Money et al., 2006; Armstrong et al., 2006). HS 

is the exposure to a temperature slightly below the critical thermal maximum for sufficient time 

to activate appropriate molecular and physiological responses. HS conditions differ for different 

species depending on their natural habitat; for L. migratoria the conditions are 45 °C for 3 h in a 

humid environment (Robertson et al., 1996). Thermal tolerance varies between species and can be 

measured by the temperature at which coordinated movement is lost (Macmillan and Sinclair, 

2011). Greater thermal tolerance is beneficial for animal survival, as the impairment of neural 

circuits greatly affects behaviour prior to coma induction. The mechanisms underlying the 

protective effects of thermal preconditioning are particularly advantageous for species 

experiencing repeated exposures in their natural habitats.  

Once environmental temperature has exceeded the critical thermal maximum/minimum 

there is a disruption of ion homeostasis and cessation of action potential generation, resulting in a 

stress-induced coma (Rodgers et al., 2007, Robertson and Money, 2012). In insects both 

hyperthermia and hypothermia result in coma induction. Hypothermic coma in insects is known 

as chill-coma and has been under investigation for many decades (Semper, 1883; Mellanby, 

1939). The onset of chill-coma and hyperthermic coma are due to the loss of membrane gradients 

within the neuromuscular system (Robertson et al., 2017). Although the exact mechanisms 

contributing to the dysregulation of ion homeostasis during chill coma aren’t fully understood, it 

is speculated that failure of ATP-dependent pumps and a change in membrane permeability are 

key factors (Macmillan and Sinclair, 2011). Extracellular potassium concentrations ([K+]o) are an 

indicator of thermal stress and coma onset. The disruption of membrane ion gradients is followed 

by an abrupt surge of [K+]o and neuronal and glial depolarization (Robertson, 2004). This event 

has been associated with the onset of stress-induced coma in locusts, and other insects. Both 
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chemical and environmental anoxia reveal similar mechanisms involved in coma induction 

(Rodgers et al., 2007). There are still uncertainties surrounding the cellular underpinnings 

involved in coma induction. However, we know that stress-induced comas in locusts result from 

the disruption of ion homeostasis within the nervous system leading to the silencing of electrical 

activity via depolarization of neurons and glia cells. The common denominator leading to ionic 

disruption is failure or inhibition or overload of the Na+/K+-ATPase. 

 

1.4 Spreading depolarization (SD) 

The neuronal and glial depolarization event that occurs during coma induction is known 

as spreading depolarization (SD). SD occurs with a large transfer of ions across the cellular 

membrane resulting in near-complete depolarization (Somjen, 2001) and has been investigated 

for years in relation to cortical spreading depression (CSD) in mammals (Leão, 1944). CSD is a 

pathological phenomenon generated by a propagating wave of depolarization (SD) throughout 

gray matter within the CNS and characterized by depression of electrical activity (Somjen, 1992). 

SD is associated with many pathologies along the stroke-migraine depolarization continuum and 

can also occur as a result of traumatic brain damage (Drier and Reiffurth, 2015). It can be 

provoked in healthy brain tissue without consequence; however, it can be deleterious in 

metabolically compromised tissue (Somjen, 2001). The occurrence of SD has been studied in a 

variety of taxa including humans (Mayevsky et al., 1996; Fabricius et al., 2006), mammals 

(Fifkova and Bures, 1964; Basarsky et al., 1998), amphibian and avian retina (Gouras, 1958; 

Gorelova and Bures, 1983) and insects (Rodgers et al., 2007; Armstrong 2009; Armstrong et al., 

2011). SD can be triggered by a variety of insults to the CNS including mechanical damage, high 

pH, low osmolarity, chemicals and metabolic stress (oxygen/glucose deprivation) (Somjen, 

2001). Experimentally, SD can be induced via mitochondrial blockers, Na+/K+-ATPase inhibitors, 

high K+ solutions, anoxia, hyperthermia, and hypothermia (Rodgers et al., 2010). Although the 
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triggers of SD vary, the hallmarks of this phenomenon remain consistent. A massive 

redistribution of ions between the intracellular and extracellular space takes place (Vyskocˇil et 

al., 1972), resulting in the cessation of synaptic activity (Moghaddam et al., 1987) and a large 

surge of K+]o, which coincides with an abrupt negative shift in extracellular DC potential (Kraio 

and Nicholson, 1978). The near-complete membrane depolarization results in cessation of 

electrical activity and propagates throughout neural integrating centers (grey matter in mammals; 

ganglia in insects). 

L. migratoria is the model species we use to investigate the mechanisms involved in 

stress-induced coma and SD. SD in locusts can be monitored in the metathoracic ganglion 

(MTG), which contains the ventilatory central pattern generator (vCPG). The vCPG is a network 

of interneurons that generates rhythmical activity to activate motor neurons controlling 

ventilatory muscles (Bustami and Hustert, 2000). Ventilatory activity is a convenient measure of 

CNS function during anoxic stress. Using a semi-intact preparation, we are able to record from 

individual nerves, the MTG, and muscles using intracellular, extracellular, and electromyographic 

(EMG) electrodes. An extracellular recording from the MTG monitors the transperineurial 

potential (TPP), which displays the characteristic negative DC shift during SD. The MTG is 

surrounded by a protective sheath forming the blood-brain barrier (BBB) (Treherne and 

Schofield, 1981). The sheath is composed of the neural lamella, which is on top of layers of 

perineurial and subperineurial glial cells that are connected by gap junctions and septate junctions 

(Stork et al., 2008). These glial cells act as a barrier to the interstitium, preventing ion diffusion 

from the hemolymph (Treherne and Schofield, 1981). The protective role of the BBB increases 

the resilience of the locust CNS to experimental procedures including pharmacological 

manipulations. During extracellular recording, the electrode tip penetrates the sheath into the 

interstitium, recording the potential across the layer of perineurial glial cells relative to a ground 

electrode in the hemolymph (saline). The negative DC potential shift recorded from the MTG 
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during SD indicates the onset of stress-induced coma and neuromuscular depression. The 

membrane potential of cortical neurons recorded in mammalian preparations shows that SD 

results in a near-complete depolarization (Somjen, 2001). Membrane potentials of insect neurons 

also reach a near-complete depolarization (Robertson et al., 2020). Another measure of SD 

consistent in mammalian and insect models is [K+]o. The abrupt surge of [K+]o coincides with the 

DC potential shift and increases to approximately 50 mM in mammals and locusts (Mülller and 

Somjen, 2000; Rodgers et al., 2007). 

 

1.5 Coma induction in locusts 

 In locusts, coma can be induced via hyperthermia, hypothermia, water immersion, or gas 

anoxia. The commonality among these stressors is the resulting inability to maintain ion 

homeostasis within the nervous system. Prior to the disruption of membrane gradients and 

silencing of excitability, synaptic transmission fails. During metabolic stress, such as anoxia, the 

failure of synaptic transmission occurs prior to the onset of SD, however under normoxic 

conditions synaptic failure corresponds with the initiation of SD (Somjen, 2001). The earlier 

synaptic failure during anoxia is associated with the depression of synaptic potentials caused by 

reduced neurotransmitter release (Somjen et al., 1993). Experimental blockade of inward Ca2+ 

flux in presynaptic terminals exacerbates synaptic failure during anoxic SD (Czeh and Somjen, 

1990). The failure of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels can lead to decreased neurotransmitter release, 

further hindering transmission (Somjen et al., 1993). Adenosine has been implicated in the 

reduction of Ca2+ concentrations during anoxia, contributing to postsynaptic failure (Wu and 

Saggau, 1994). In insect preparations the cessation of synaptic transmission can be measured as 

functional failure in terms of locomotion (Evans et al., 2017), motor pattern generation, or 

ventilation (Rodgers et al., 2007). Due to the reliability of the locust vCPG, ventilatory motor 

patterning is an effective measure of synaptic function. Following synaptic failure, neuronal 
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excitability is still present until complete depolarization occurs. Slightly preceding the wave of 

SD onset is a short burst of unpatterned electrical activity, which can be used as an indicator of 

coma induction in locusts. The negative shift in TPP characteristic of SD occurs rapidly and is the 

final measurement of coma induction. As previously mentioned, locusts are able to survive up to 

6 hours in anoxic coma. In mammalian tissue, normoxic SD lasts between 45-90 seconds and 

cells are able to fully recover (Somjen, 2001). However, under metabolic stress the depolarization 

lasts much longer, and cells are unable to regain function (Herreras and Somjen, 1993). The 

survivability of the locust in the presence of metabolic compromise and prolonged neuronal 

depolarization contributes to the utility of this model.  

 Coma induction consistently exhibits the same sequence of cellular events; however, the 

timing of these events greatly varies depending on the method of induction used, the 

preconditioning of the animal, and the activation/inhibition of neuroprotective mechanisms. Due 

to the varying effects of each stressor, the rate of induction is not consistent. The effects of a 

stressor such as anoxia can be induced by gas asphyxiation, water asphyxiation, anesthesia, or 

chemical ‘anoxia’ via metabolic inhibition. We have previously explored all of these approaches 

(Rodgers et al., 2007; Robertson et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2019), however, in my research, gas and 

water asphyxiation are the primary methods used. Here, I investigated the variation in timing of 

coma induction and recovery in response to each anoxic exposure. Thermal stress is less variable 

in terms of induction methods; however, preconditioning can have an influence on the timing and 

susceptibility to coma onset. Prior HS in locusts results in increased thermal tolerance and 

decreased recovery times following hyperthermic coma (Rodgers et al., 2007). HS provides 

thermoprotection in insects by maintaining neural function, however, there remains uncertainty 

surrounding the mechanisms underlying this effect (Robertson, 2004). Research suggests that 

thermoprotection may be a result of synthesis of heat-shock proteins (hsp) (Armstrong et al., 

2011), which play a variety of roles contributing to the maintenance of cellular function in the 
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presence of thermal stress. However, in locusts, hsp levels do not increase as a result of HS 

(Dehghani et al., 2011). One effect of prior HS found in locusts is an increase in the efficiency of 

[K+]o clearance following repetitive SD events that are induced via Na+/K+-ATPase inhibition by 

ouabain (Rodgers et al., 2007). Similarly, prior HS increased resistance to anoxic coma via water 

immersion and improved the efficiency of [K+]o clearance during recovery (Hou et al., 2014). Hou 

et al. demonstrated that the protective effects of prior HS are due, in part, to the trafficking of 

Na+/K+-ATPase to the plasma membrane of neurons. Another factor contributing to the rate of 

coma induction is the function of neuroprotective mechanisms. During metabolic stress, 

specifically anoxia, there are several processes that occur in order to protect cells against damage. 

One such mechanism is the activation of ATP-sensitive K+ (KATP) channels (Ballanyi, 2004). 

KATP channels are activated by low intracellular ATP levels ([ATP]i), resulting in an efflux of K+ 

into the extracellular space (Noma, 1983). During oxygen deprivation this efflux occurs before 

the initiation of SD, and results in neuronal hyperpolarization (Haddad and Jiang, 1993). 

Hyperpolarization elicits a protective effect due to a decrease in neuronal activity and therefore a 

decrease in energy expenditure. The protective effects of KATP channel activation during anoxia / 

hypoxia and ischemia have been well established (Yamanda et al., 2001; Obrenovitch, 2008), 

however investigation of their role in invertebrate models has yet to be explored. Likewise, 

another protective mechanism utilized during anoxia is the activation of adenosine receptors. 

During oxygen deprivation extracellular adenosine levels increase due to the breakdown of ATP 

(Van Wylen et al. 1986). Adenosine receptor activation results in decreased synaptic transmission 

and decreased neurotransmitter release (Rudolphi et al., 1992), relieving some of the metabolic 

stress associated with anoxia. Adenosine has a wide mechanistic scope, however one of its 

actions aiding in neuroprotection is the activation of KATP channels (Heurteaux et al., 1995). The 

protective role of adenosine has been addressed in mammalian models (Péerez-pinzón et al., 
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1996) and in anoxia-tolerant species, such as the freshwater turtle and crucian carp (Nilsson et al., 

1994; Storey, 2007) 

 Once initiated, SD propagates throughout the MTG in locusts. In mammalian models, SD 

occurs in the gray matter of the CNS stopping only where white matter begins (Somjen, 2001). 

The locust MTG is equivalent to mammalian gray matter whereas the connectives between 

ganglia are equivalent to white matter, where SD does not occur (Rodgers et al., 2010). The 

spread of SD is a hallmark, however, there remains uncertainty regarding the driving force behind 

propagation. It has been established that the Na+/K+-ATPase is an essential component in 

maintaining ionic homeostasis and that dysfunction of these pumps is associated with SD 

(Balestrino et al., 1999). Similarly, the involvement of K+ in SD initiation is fundamental, 

however it is not clear whether the rise in [K+]o is the trigger for propagation. During anoxia, 

there is a gradual efflux of K+ prior to depolarization, whereas normoxic SD occurs 

simultaneously with a large [K+]o increase (Hansen, 1985). This suggests that K+ is not at the 

forefront of the SD wave. The mechanisms involved in K+ homeostasis, including Na+/K+-

ATPase and KATP channels, may nevertheless contribute to the initiation of SD. Glutamate has 

also been attributed as a trigger for SD propagation due to its role as an excitatory 

neurotransmitter and its increase in extracellular concentration during SD (van Harreveld and 

Fifková, 1970). This hypothesis, however, may not hold true in insect models, as glutamate can 

act as both an excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitter in the CNS (Liu and Wilson, 2013). 

There are several theories to explain the mechanisms of SD initiation and propagation, however 

there is no conclusive evidence supporting or negating any of these hypotheses.   

 

1.6 Coma recovery in locusts 

 Coma recovery is dependent on the reestablishment of ionic gradients. Once returned to 

homeostatic conditions and ATP is readily available, membrane pumps will begin to restore the 
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concentration gradient and repolarize cells. Although the Na+/K+-ATPase is the primary pump 

involved in restoration of K+ homeostasis, there are several other mechanisms contributing to this 

recovery. Glial cells are involved in ion regulation and aid in K+ clearance during recovery from 

SD (Lian and Stringer, 2004; Spong and Robertson, 2013). The inhibition of glial function in 

mammalian research causes a significant decrease in the rate of [K+ ]o recovery following SD 

(Lian and Stringer, 2004). Similarly, we have previously shown in locusts that the blockade of 

gap junctions during SD greatly impairs [K+]o restoration due to a decrease of spatial buffering 

(Spong and Robertson, 2013). In the insect CNS, the layers of perineurial glial cells of the 

protective sheath are linked to each other and underlying neuroglia via gap junctions (Treherne 

and Schofield, 1981). Gap junctions allow for the passage of ions between glial cells, aiding in 

the maintenance of high sodium and low potassium in the extracellular space during homeostatic 

conditions (Treherne and Schofield, 1981). During SD this mechanism aids in the clearance of 

[K+]o via spatial buffering, by removal and redistribution of K+. Spatial buffering relies partly on 

the ability of glial mitochondria to sequester intracellular K+ taken up by the cells (Kozoriz et al., 

2010). This ability is dependent on mitochondrial KATP channels. Two types of KATP channels 

exist, one located in the plasma membrane and one located in the inner mitochondrial membrane 

(Noma, 1983; Inoue et al., 1991). Mitochondrial KATP channels play a role in K+ sequestering in 

glial cells when [K+]i is high (Kozoriz et al., 2010). This mechanism contributes to the recovery 

of [K+]o during anoxia and ischemia (Wang et al., 2011).  

 Following the restoration of ionic gradients, the ability to generate action potentials 

returns, followed by synaptic transmission. Similar to coma induction, recovery of synaptic 

transmission is confirmed by functional recovery of the animal. However, there are several 

factors that contribute to a delay in functional recovery. Lindquist and Shuttleworth demonstrated 

that synaptic depression persists longer than expected given the return of action potential 

generation (Lindquist and Shuttleworth, 2012; Lindquist and Shuttleworth, 2017). This indicates 
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that additional factors are involved in the recovery of synaptic transmission. Their research shows 

that adenosine accumulation contributes to the depression of cortical activity following SD 

(Lindquist and Shuttleworth, 2017). Adenosine accumulates during metabolic stress, and as 

discussed above, can elicit neuroprotection during the onset of anoxia. These effects, however, 

can delay functional recovery. Adenosine receptor activation results in decreased excitability via 

postsynaptic hyperpolarization, and decreased neurotransmitter release in presynaptic cells 

(Rudolphi et al., 1992; Lindquist and Shuttleworth, 2017). Adenosine also plays a role in the 

cAMP/protein kinase A (PKA) signaling pathway. Adenosine receptor activation causes a 

decrease in cAMP production, and PKA activity (Jeong et al., 2003). In previous research we 

have shown that activation of the cAMP/PKA pathway increases thermotolerance and decreases 

the time to functional recovery following coma in locusts (Armstrong et al., 2006). Similarly, 

octopamine, via cAMP/PKA activation, has been shown to protect axonal performance during 

hypoxia and reduce recovery times (Money et al., 2016). It has yet to be determined if the effects 

of cAMP/PKA are modulated via adenosine accumulation and if this is the primary mechanism of 

delayed recovery of synaptic transmission during coma recovery in invertebrates.  

 

1.7 Thesis overview 

The locust model for anoxic coma and SD facilitates investigation of the molecular, 

cellular, and organismal levels. Locusts can withstand several hours of anoxia in a reversible, 

stress-induced coma. Their resilience allows us to access their nervous system while monitoring 

behaviour and motor patterning. Locusts are susceptible to several methods of anoxic coma 

induction, giving me the opportunity to explore the variation of the results obtained using such 

methods. I used electrophysiological techniques to measure the characteristics of coma induction 

and recovery. I performed pharmacological manipulations to investigate the role of different 

signaling pathways. My thesis is focused on identifying and further characterizing the 
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mechanisms involved in SD in invertebrates, specifically addressing the role of adenosine on 

recovery of synaptic transmission and the function ATP-dependent potassium channels in SD. 

This thesis consists of three data chapters.  

  

The first data chapter explores the variation between three methods of anoxic coma 

induction: CO2 gas, N2 gas, and water immersion. Using an EMG electrode placed in an 

abdominal ventilatory muscle, I was able to record and monitor motor patterning and excitability 

before, during, and after anoxic coma. I concluded that the use of CO2 gas is not a suitable 

method of anoxic coma induction as it elicits secondary physiological effects, which may 

complicate interpretation. Water immersion and N2 gas asphyxiation result in varying rates of 

coma induction and recovery, however they both elicit anoxic coma independent of secondary 

effects. With the suitable methods of anoxic coma established, I moved to pharmacological 

manipulations in the second data chapter. This chapter explores the effect of adenosine on the 

recovery from coma. Using adenosine receptor agonists and antagonists I investigated the effect 

in whole animal and semi-intact preparations. Whole animal experiments relied on visual 

observations and used water immersion to induce coma, whereas semi-intact experiments used an 

extracellular recording from the MTG of the exposed nervous system and an extracellular 

recording from a ventilatory nerve. I concluded that adenosine delays the recovery following 

anoxic coma. Lastly, my third data chapter explores pharmacological manipulation of ATP-

dependent potassium channels. Using glybenclamide and pinacidil as an inhibitor and activator of 

KATP channels, respectively, I investigated their effects in whole animals and semi-intact 

preparations. Glybenclamide may have an interaction with the Na+/K+-ATPase as well as KATP 

channels, therefore I conclude that glybenclamide hastens coma induction and delays recovery.  
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The following chapters provide information on the mechanisms involved in anoxic coma 

and SD in an invertebrate model and address the similarities and dissimilarities with mammalian 

models.  
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Chapter 2 

The influence of mode of anoxia on measures of anoxic coma in Locusta 

migratoria 
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2.1 Abstract 

Anoxic coma occurs as a result of oxygen deprivation in many insects. The onset of coma 

is due to the failure of pumps and channels responsible for maintaining membrane ion 

homeostasis, resulting in a wave of neuronal and glial depolarization known as spreading 

depolarization (SD). Anoxic coma in invertebrates is used as a model for understanding and 

characterizing the mechanisms associated with SD in mammals. However, the mode of anoxia 

can have an influence on these mechanisms. We investigated the effects of CO2, N2, and H2O on 

the characteristics of coma induction and recovery in Locusta migratoria. CO2 is associated with 

many physiological effects such as blockade of neuromuscular junctions, acidosis, and increased 

membrane permeability. Our findings show that due to these effects CO2 treatments had the 

shortest induction to coma and a longer recovery compared to N2. H2O treatments took the 

longest time to enter and recover from coma, largely due to the nature of asphyxiation rather than 

physiological effects. We conclude that H2O immersion and N2 gas are both suitable methods to 

induce anoxic coma, however CO2 proved to have too many adverse ramifications to be 

interpreted easily. 
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2.2 Introduction 

 

Many insects are able to survive extreme environmental conditions, such as thermal 

stress and anoxia, by using coping and avoidance strategies (Angilletta, 2009; Woodman 2015). 

One such strategy employed by some insects is metabolic depression via entry into a reversible 

coma. The complete neuromuscular shutdown associated with a stress-induced coma allows 

insects to delay cellular energy depletion. Thermal stress is the most common environmental 

stressor resulting in coma induction (Mellanby, 1939), however, for many terrestrial insects, 

anoxia can also naturally occur as a result of flooding (Hoback et al., 1998). We used the African 

migratory locust, Locusta migratoria, to investigate the effect of different modes of anoxia on the 

characteristics of anoxic coma. 

Coma induction occurs following a loss of membrane ion homeostasis within the nervous 

system, which leads to a silencing of neural and muscular activity. Coma onset is accompanied by 

a large redistribution of ions across neuronal and glial membranes leading to a wave of cellular 

depolarization, a phenomenon known as spreading depolarization (SD) (Rodgers et al., 2007). SD 

exhibits several characteristics that are consistent across animal models (Rodgers et al., 2010; 

Robertson et al., 2020). Anoxic stress is a means used to investigate the mechanisms underlying 

SD in invertebrate models (Rodgers et al., 2007; Spong et al., 2017). The mode of anoxia used 

may affect the characteristics of SD and anoxic coma. Anoxic coma can be induced via 

asphyxiation, which can be caused by exposure to any gas with less than 2% oxygen or by 

submersion in water (Woodring et al., 1978). Carbon dioxide (CO2) and nitrogen gas (N2) are 

commonly used to immobilize insects during experimental work (Woodring et al., 1978), 

however these gases can affect animal behaviour and physiology (Perron et al., 1972; Wegener & 

Moratzky, 1995; Badre et al., 2005; Xiao et al., 2019). 

 CO2 exposure elicits various physiological responses such as decreased metabolic rate, 

decreased hemolymph pH, and inhibition of synaptic transmission (Woodring et al., 1978; Badre 
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et al., 2005). Although CO2 exposure results in an immobilized state consistent with a stress-

induced coma, it acts as an anesthetic rather than an asphyxiant. When exposed to 40% CO2 

crickets entered an immobilized state, although 10-20% O2 was still present (Woodring et al., 

1978), this shows that the immobilizing effects are not due to asphyxiation. Low-dose CO2 

exposure has been found to block synaptic transmission at skeletal neuromuscular junctions 

(Badre et al., 2005). This effect may interfere with the characterization of anoxic coma, as neural 

motor patterning and excitability are two measures commonly taken during coma induction and 

recovery. The physiological responses to CO2 exposure may be due to sensory receptor activation 

(Stange and Stow, 1999; Talal et al., 2019) or a consequence of decreased pH. Similarly, N2 may 

have an influence on metabolic rate and hemolymph composition (Woodring et al., 1978). 

Although these physiological effects of CO2 and N2 are often considered transitory, they may 

interfere with the characteristics underlying anoxic coma and SD. Asphyxiation by water 

immersion is another method of anoxic coma induction. This method does not possess the same 

behavioural and physiological consequences as CO2 and N2 gas anoxia. However, the effects of 

water immersion compared to gas anoxia on coma induction and recovery measures are unknown.  

We have investigated the influence of three different anoxic treatments on the 

characteristics of coma induction and recovery. We measured the effects of CO2, N2 gas, and 

water immersion on anoxic coma in L. migratoria. Using a whole-animal approach we obtained 

EMG recordings from a ventilatory muscle to measure neural excitability and motor patterning. 

Based on previous findings we predicted that CO2 anoxia would have the strongest effect 

resulting in quicker induction times and longer recovery times. We also predicted that water 

immersion would have longer induction times due to residual air within trachea during 

submersion. 
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2.3 Methods 

2.3.1 Animals  

Gregarious African Migratory locusts, Locusta migratoria, were used for all experiments. 

Animals were kept in a crowded colony in the animal care facility in the Biosciences Complex at 

Queen’s University. The colony was reared on a 12:12 hr light-dark photoperiod schedule, where 

approximate temperatures were 30 ± 1°C during light hours and 26 ± 1°C during dark hours. The 

room humidity was maintained at 23 ± 1 %. Animals were fed a consistent diet of wheat grass 

and a dry mixture composed of skim milk powder, torula yeast, and bran (1:1:13 by volume). 

2.3.2 Animal preparation 

Adult male locusts, aged 3-5 weeks past final molt, were used for all experiments. The 

hind legs and wings were removed from each animal, to avoid accidental removal of the EMG 

electrode. The animal was held down with plasticine and a pin was used to make a small hole in 

the exoskeleton above the spiracle on the 3rd abdominal segment. An EMG electrode was placed 

approximately 1-3 mm deep into the hole to reach an abdominal ventilatory muscle and was held 

in place with wax. A chlorided silver ground wire was inserted into the distal portion of the 

thorax and was secured with a drop of wax. 

2.3.3 Electrophysiology  

The EMG electrode was connected to an AM-Systems 1700 differential amplifier. 

AxoScope (Molecular Devices) and DataView were used to analyze EMG recordings to 

determine measures of burst duration and frequency, and to obtain images of recordings. The 

motor pattern recovery measures of frequency and duration were taken from the last 10 minutes 

of the 30-minute recovery following coma. 
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2.3.4 Experimental design  

Gas anoxia 

Following preparation, animals were placed into a 50 mL syringe, with one end fitted 

with a gas exchange and the other end open (Fig 2.1 A). A flow of room air was pumped through 

the syringe to record a baseline trace for 15 minutes prior to anoxia. Following baseline, the flow 

was switched to either 100 % CO2 or 100 % N2 gas to induce anoxia. After the cessation of all 

electrical activity, as shown by the EMG trace, animals were left in anoxia for an additional 30 

minutes of coma. Following 30 minutes of anoxic coma, the flow was switched back to air to 

return animals to normoxia. Recovery was recorded for 30 minutes. The measures of coma 

induction were time to motor pattern failure (Fmp) and the time to SD (TSD), as measured by the 

final burst of electrical activity. Recovery measures were taken as the time to excitability return 

(Re) and the time to motor pattern return (Rmp). 

 

Immersion anoxia 

Following preparation animals were confined to an open ventilated container, where a 

baseline recording of 15 minutes was taken. Following baseline, the animal was placed in a 250 

mL beaker filled half-way with room temperature de-chlorinated water. An additional 200 mL 

beaker was held inside the water-filled beaker to keep the animal submerged in the water (Fig 2.1 

B). Once all electrical activity stopped, animals were left submerged for 30 minutes. Following 

the 30-minute anoxic coma, animals were removed from the beaker, carefully dried with paper 

towel, and allowed to recover for 30 minutes. Induction to coma measures were the time to motor 

pattern failure (Fmp) and time to SD (TSD), as measured by the final burst of electrical activity. 

Recovery measures were taken as the time to excitability return (Re) and the time to motor pattern 

return (Rmp). 
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2.3.5 Statistical analysis 

Data were analyzed using SigmaPlot 13 (Systat Software Inc.). One-way analysis of 

variance tests were used to determine significance (P < 0.05) within each measure. An all-

pairwise post-hoc analysis was used to determine significance between treatments within each 

measure. Post-hoc tests were determined based on the normality and equal variance of the data 

set, as determined by Shapiro-Wilk and Brown-Forsythe tests respectively. Parametric data are 

reported as mean ± standard deviation, non-parametric data are reported as median and 

interquartile range (IQR). All data are reported in minutes. 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of experimental design.  

(A) Gas anoxia treatments. The intact animal was placed within a 50 mL syringe that was fitted 

with an air supply (gas in) at one end, and an opening at the other end (gas out). (B) Water 

immersion treatments. A 250 mL beaker (outer beaker) was filled halfway with room temperature 

de-chlorinated water. The animal was placed inside the water and a 200 mL beaker (inner beaker) 

was placed inside the outer beaker to ensure the animal remained submerged. Both treatments had 

an EMG electrode placed in the 3rd abdominal segment of the animal, as indicated, to record 

ventilatory muscle motor patterning and excitability. 
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Induction to coma 

Anoxic coma is a result of complete neural shutdown in response to a lack of energy 

caused by oxygen deprivation. We measured coma induction as the time until cessation of 

ventilatory muscle motor patterning (Fmp), and the time to SD (TSD) (Table 2.1) (Fig 2.2 A). SD 

was measured as the final burst of excitability before neural silence. Our results show that mode 

of anoxia does have an effect on Fmp (One-Way ANOVA, n = 30, P < 0.001) and TSD (One-Way 

ANOVA, n = 30, P < 0.001). Both measures show that the CO2 treatment significantly decreased 

induction times. The time to motor pattern failure was shorter in CO2 treatments compared to N2 

(Tukey Test, P = 0.03), and compared to H2O treatments (Tukey Test, P < 0.001) (Fig 2.2 B). 

Similarly, SD occurred sooner in CO2 treatments compared to N2 treatments (Tukey Test, P = 

0.002), and H2O treatments (Tukey Test, P < 0.001) (Fig 2.2 C). 
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Figure 2.2  Measures of induction to anoxic coma.  

(A) An example of the EMG traces obtained from each anoxic treatment. The time to motor 

pattern failure (Fmp) is indicated by a blue arrow on each trace; the time to SD (TSD) is indicated 

by a red arrow on each trace. All traces are on the same time scale. (B) Effects of anoxic 

treatment on Fmp (C) Effects of anoxic treatment on TSD. Statistical significance is indicated with 

differing letters (P<0.05).  
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2.4.2 Recovery from coma 

Recovery is dependent on the reestablishment of ionic gradients. Recovery rates were 

measured by the time to the return of neural excitability (Re) and the time to return of motor 

patterning (Rmp) in a ventilatory muscle (Table 2.1) (Fig 2.3 A). Re was significantly influenced 

by all treatments (One-Way ANOVA, n = 30, P < 0.001). H2O treatments delayed Re compared to 

N2 (Holm-Šidák, P < 0.001), and compared to CO2 treatments (Holm-Šidák, P < 0.001). As well, 

CO2 treatments significantly delayed Re compared to N2 (Holm-Šidák, P = 0.038) (Fig 2.3 B). Rmp 

was similarly delayed in H2O treatments compared to N2 (Holm-Šidák, P < 0.001), and CO2 

(Holm-Šidák, P < 0.001) (Fig 2.3 C). 

Analysis of the EMG recording during recovery shows that the characteristics of the 

ventilatory motor pattern are altered by treatments (Fig 2.4 A). We found that both the duration 

(One-Way ANOVA, n = 30, P = 0.018) and the frequency (One-Way ANOVA, n = 30, P < 

0.001) of rhythmic bursts were affected by treatments (Table 2.2). The burst duration of H2O 

treatments was smaller than that of N2 treatments (Dunn’s Method, P = 0.02) (Fig 2.4 B). 

Similarly, H2O treatments had a greater frequency of bursts compared to N2 treatments (Dunn’s 

Method, P < 0.001), and CO2 treatments (Dunn’s Method, P = 0.004) (Fig 2.4 C). 
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Figure 2.3 Measures of recovery from anoxic coma.  

(A) An example of the EMG traces obtained from each anoxic treatment. The time to excitability 

recovery (Re) is indicated by a red arrow on each trace; the time to motor pattern recovery (Rmp) 

is indicated by a blue arrow on each trace. All traces are on the same time scale. (B) Effects of 

anoxic treatment on Re. (C) Effects of anoxic treatment on Rmp. Statistical significance is 

indicated with differing letters (P < 0.05). 
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Figure 2.4 Characteristics of the ventilatory motor pattern following recovery.  

(A) An example EMG recording at the end of recovery displaying the rhythmic ventilatory bursts. 

(B) The duration of bursts within treatments. (C) The frequency of bursts within treatments. 

Statistical significance is indicated with differing letters (P < 0.05). 
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TABLE 2.1 Measures of anoxic coma induction and recovery in different modes of anoxia.  

The time to motor pattern failure (Fmp), time to SD (TSD), recovery of neural excitability (Re), and 

recovery of motor patterning (Rmp) are shown. All measures are in minutes. Parametric data are 

presented as mean ± standard deviation; Non-parametric data are presented as median (IQR).  

 Fmp TSD Re Rmp 

H2O 2.7 (1.5-8.5) 4.9 (2.6-10) 12.8 ± 3.5 16.8 ±  3.6 

N2 1.7 (1.5-2.2) 3.6 (2.9-4.5) 4.7 ±  1.9 7.6 ±  3.1 

CO2 0.3 (0.2-0.3) 0.7 (0.6-1) 7.3 ±  2.5 10.3 ± 3.5 

 Duration (sec) Frequency (Hz) 

H2O 0.37 (0.24-0.59) 1.2 (0.83-1.29) 

N2 0.73 (0.58-1.35) 0.25 (0.16-0.39) 

CO2 0.63 (0.46-0.99) 0.33 (0.23-0.45) 

TABLE 2.2 Influence of mode of anoxia on ventilatory rhythm during recovery from anoxic 

coma.  

The duration and frequency of ventilatory bursts are shown. Data are displayed as median (IQR). 
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2.4.3 Discussion 

Our results show that different methods of anoxia affect the characteristics of anoxic 

coma. Entry to anoxic coma allows insects to survive extended periods of time without oxygen. 

However, the molecular mechanisms associated with the onset of coma are not fully understood 

and require further investigation. We show that the rate of induction to and recovery from anoxic 

coma is dependent on the mode of anoxia.  

 The onset of anoxic coma is a result of collapsing ion gradients across membranes 

generating a wave of neuronal and glial depolarization. We measured coma induction as the time 

to ventilatory motor pattern cessation (Fmp) and the time to SD (TSD), which we correspond to the 

final burst of neuronal excitability. The failure of motor patterning was significantly quicker in 

CO2 treatments compared to the two others. This finding matches our predictions, as CO2 

exposure is associated with many physiological effects. CO2 acts as an anesthetic agent rather 

than an asphyxiant, by acting directly on the nervous system (Woodring et al., 1978). Both CO2 

and N2 treatments decrease hemolymph pH immediately following exposure, however the rate 

and extent of pH drop is much greater in CO2 treatments (RM Robertson and RA Van Dusen, 

unpublished observations). The acidosis caused by CO2 exposure increases membrane 

permeability (Sillans and Biston, 1979), which may have contributed to the decreased induction 

times of the CO2 treatments.  

 H2O immersion showed more variability in induction times compared to the gas 

treatments. This may be due to the mechanism of asphyxiation that occurs during immersion. The 

tracheal system of locusts contains residual air during immersion, as spiracles close to prevent 

water entry and do not expel air. The amount of residual oxygen can vary between animals based 

on tracheal volume; however, it provides a limited oxygen supply, which may contribute to an 

increase in time to induction measures. Gas treatments allow for tracheal air to be replaced 
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rapidly with either CO2 or N2 by ventilatory movements of the abdomen, resulting in a more rapid 

coma induction.  

 Our recovery measures show that water immersion treatments take the longest to recover 

both neural excitability and motor patterning. This finding corresponds with our predictions as 

water requires additional clearance from around the spiracles during recovery. The residual water 

near the spiracles of the animal lengthen recovery of excitability and motor patterning as 

ventilation is delayed. Recovery from gas treatments is not limited by this delay in ventilation, 

however the exposure to each gas during the 30-minute coma may have consequences on 

recovery. CO2 treatments have delayed recovery of excitability compared to N2, however there is 

no delay in motor pattern return. The increased time to excitability return is expected, due to the 

physiological effects of CO2. Increased membrane permeability due to acidosis (Sillans and 

Biston, 1979) impedes the re-establishment of ionic membrane gradients, which is essential for 

neural recovery. Similarly, CO2 has been found to block synaptic transmission in neuromuscular 

junctions independently of low pH (Badre et al., 2005). The inhibition of synaptic transmission is 

due a decrease in postsynaptic glutamate receptor activity (Badre et al., 2005). Glutamate is a 

neuromuscular excitatory transmitter in insects (Cull-Candy et al., 1981), however it can have 

both inhibitory and excitatory roles in the CNS (Sombati and Hoyle, 1984; Dubas, 1990). 

Exposure to CO2 decreases glutamate receptor activation and sensitivity in neuromuscular 

junctions, however it does not affect CNS function (Badre et al., 2005). This coincides with our 

findings as recovery of ventilatory muscle excitability was delayed in CO2 treatments compared 

to N2, however, motor pattern generation was not significantly different. Ventilatory muscle 

motor patterning is controlled by the ventilatory central pattern generator (vCPG) in the 

metathoracic ganglion (MTG) (Ramirez and Pearson, 1989). As the inhibitory effects of CO2 act 

locally at neuromuscular junctions rather than on the vCPG within the CNS, it is expected that the 

timing of motor pattern return would not be influenced.  
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 Lastly, we explored the characteristics of the ventilatory motor pattern following 20 

minutes of recovery. Our findings show that water immersion results in shorter durations and 

higher frequencies of bursts compared to gas treatments. Bursting frequencies of ventilation 

largely depend on the environmental conditions surrounding the animal. During periods of 

environmental stress, ventilation is continuous and at a high frequency (Talal et al., 2019; 

Bustami and Hustert, 2000). During hypoxia in the aquatic Corydalus comutus it was found that 

the frequency of gill movement was increased and that the burst length from the gill retractor 

motoneuron was decreased, however hypercapnia did not have an effect (Kinnamon et al., 1984). 

Similarly, an increase in metabolic stress has been associated with quicker ventilatory motor 

patterns during chemically induced SD in locusts (Rodgers-Garlick et al., 2011). Our results are 

consistent with these findings. Shortened durations and greater frequencies of ventilatory bursts 

in response to water immersion indicate that this treatment adds greater stress on the animal 

during recovery compared to gas treatments. This may be due to the necessary clearance of water 

from around spiracles in order to recovery ventilation. As a result, water immersion animals took 

longer to recover ventilatory excitability and motor patterning than gas treatments, therefore they 

had less time to recover a normal ventilatory rhythm during the 30-minute recovery period. If 

given a longer period of time to recover the ventilatory rhythm may have been more consistent 

between treatments. However, these findings do show that immersion anoxia causes greater stress 

during immediate recovery from coma. 

2.5 Conclusion 

Our results show that the mode of anoxia has an impact on the timing of neural failure 

and recovery from anoxic coma. The use of gas treatments results in quicker induction times as 

there is no reservoir of air in the tracheal system such as in immersion anoxia. CO2 exposure acts 

as an anesthetic rather than an asphyxiant, causing a rapid induction to coma. Effects of CO2 on 

the physiology and behaviour of the animal are evident in our findings, as induction is hastened, 
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and recovery is delayed beyond N2 gas treatments. These effects may be a result of acidosis and a 

blockade of the neuromuscular junction via glutamate receptor inhibition. Due to these additional 

effects, CO2 anoxia is not the most straightforward method to investigate the characteristics 

underlying anoxic coma and SD. Water immersion and N2 gas both provide unambiguous anoxic 

coma measures, although there is increased stress associated with immersion. The viscosity of the 

water makes clearance from around the spiracles difficult and delays recovery measures. 

However, use of a semi-intact preparation would mitigate this effect. 
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Chapter 3 

Role of adenosine in functional recovery following anoxic coma in 

Locusta migratoria 
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3.1 Abstract 

When exposed to prolonged anoxia insects enter a reversible coma during which neural and 

muscular systems temporarily shut down. Nervous system shut down is a result of spreading 

depolarization throughout neurons and glial cells. Upon return to normoxia, recovery occurs 

following the restoration of ion gradients. However, there is a delay in the functional recovery of 

synaptic transmission following membrane repolarization. In mammals, the build-up of 

extracellular adenosine following spreading depolarization contributes to this delay. Adenosine 

accumulation is a marker of metabolic stress and it has many downstream effects through the 

activation of adenosine receptors, including the inhibition of cAMP production. Here we 

demonstrate that adenosine lengthens the time to functional recovery following anoxic coma in 

locusts. Caffeine, used as an adenosine receptor antagonist, decreased the time to recovery in 

intact animals and lengthened the time to recovery in semi-intact animals. A cAMP inhibitor, 

NKH 477, delayed recovery time in male animals. Our results show that the rate of recovery in 

insect systems is affected by the presence of adenosine.  
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3.2 Introduction 

The nervous system requires a constant supply of energy in order to maintain proper 

functioning and thus exposure to metabolic stress can have severe consequences on neural 

performance. A lack of cellular energy in the form of ATP affects ion homeostasis, which can 

lead to intracellular calcium accumulation, resulting in cell death and injury (Kristian, 2004; Guo 

et al., 2011). Environmental stressors, such as anoxia, cause some insects to enter a reversible 

coma via complete neural shutdown. The onset of the coma is associated with the loss of ion 

gradients and a large redistribution of ions between neurons, glia, and the interstitium, a 

phenomenon known as spreading depolarization (SD). SD has been described in mammals for 

many years (Leao, 1944) and was more recently identified in insects (Rodgers et al., 2010; Spong 

et al., 2016). Key characteristics of SD have been well established and are consistent in both 

mammalian and insect models (Robertson et al., 2020); however, there is still uncertainty about 

the underlying mechanisms. Recovery following coma depends on the re-establishment of ion 

gradients across cellular membranes. Several factors can influence the rate of recovery; 

accumulation of extracellular adenosine contributes to a delay in recovery following SD in 

mammalian models (Lindquist and Shuttleworth, 2012; 2017). Here we investigated the role of 

adenosine on the recovery from anoxic coma in an insect model of SD, the locust, Locusta 

migratoria.  

Adenosine is an endogenous metabolite that is essential to cellular activity and that 

influences cellular energy requirements. It can act to protect cells against metabolic stress (Borea 

et al., 2018). During hypoxic/anoxic conditions extracellular adenosine concentrations increase as 

a result of a decrease in intracellular adenine nucleotides due to energy depletion (Fredholm et al., 

2001). Adenosine elicits neuroprotective effects via decreased excitatory neurotransmitter release, 

maintenance of intracellular calcium concentrations, and a reduction in membrane depolarization 

(Rudolphi et al., 1992). These effects have proven essential to several hypoxia-tolerant animals 
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such as the freshwater turtle (Buck and Bickler, 1997; Perez-Pinzon et al., 1993), crucian carp 

(Nilsson, 2004), and epaulette shark (Renshaw et al., 2002). 

Although adenosine plays an important role in protection against metabolic stress prior to 

and during anoxia, increased concentrations following anoxia can impede recovery. The 

accumulation of extracellular adenosine in neural tissue results in delayed recovery of synaptic 

transmission following SD (Lindquist and Shuttleworth, 2012; 2017). Such a delay in recovery of 

synaptic transmission can lead to impaired function, as neuronal circuits are unable to operate. 

This action of adenosine has been established in mammalian preparations and it has not yet been 

explored in invertebrate models. Invertebrate adenosine receptors (ARs) have been identified but 

their amino acid sequences have not been closely conserved and are dissimilar to those of 

mammalian receptors, with less than 30% amino acid identity (Kalinowski et al., 2003; 

Dolezelova et al., 2007). Despite sequence variation, functional continuity has been found. 

Adenosine receptor agonists and antagonists affect invertebrates similarly to mammals (Andretic 

et al., 2008; Hendricks et al., 2000). 

In mammals, the effects of adenosine are mediated via four G-protein receptors, each 

with varying distribution and affinity for adenosine. High affinity receptors (A1, A2a, A3) are more 

readily bound with lower adenosine concentrations, whereas the low affinity receptor (A2b) is 

favoured with high concentrations (Fredholm et al., 2001). The A1 and A2a receptors are the most 

widely distributed throughout the mammalian central nervous system. A1 receptor activation 

results in a depression of excitatory transmission, and also leads to the reduction of cyclic-AMP 

(cAMP) through the inhibition of adenylyl cyclase (Borea et al., 2018). A2a receptor activation 

has an opposing effect by stimulating adenylyl cyclase and therefore increasing cAMP 

production. cAMP activates protein kinase A (PKA) which has known protective effects on CNS 

function in locusts during thermal stress (Armstrong et al., 2006) and hypoxic stress (Money et 
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al., 2016). Although the signaling pathways following AR activation are largely unknown in 

invertebrates, the inhibition of adenylyl cyclase may be involved.   

Locusts are resilient animals, with the ability to tolerate extended periods of anoxia and 

recover from comas and SD (Rodgers et al., 2007). This invertebrate model facilitates study of 

the characteristics of SD at the molecular, cellular, and systemic levels. Anoxic comas can be 

induced via water immersion, gas, or chemical anoxia (Rodgers et al., 2007). Coma onset is 

characterized by cessation of patterned neural activity, a ~40-50 mV drop in transperineurial 

membrane potential (TPP), and a surge of extracellular potassium in the interstitium (Rodgers et 

al., 2009). During recovery, neural excitability and patterned activity return, along with the 

reestablishment of membrane potentials. The sequence and rate of recovery are affected by the 

mode of anoxia and the conditions of the experiment (Chapter 2). The return of motor patterns is 

indicative of synaptic transmission recovery and was measured to observe the effect of 

pharmacological manipulation on recovery rates. 

We investigated the role of adenosine on induction to, and recovery from, anoxic coma 

via water immersion and nitrogen gas in locusts. In our experiments adenosine was used as an AR 

agonist, and caffeine was used as an antagonist. Based on mammalian findings, we predicted that 

AR activation would delay recovery of neural activity, and that AR inhibition would decrease 

recovery time. We also investigated the effect of cAMP manipulation with NKH 477 as an 

adenylyl cyclase activator and 2’, 3’-dideoxyadenosine (DDA) as an adenylyl cyclase inhibitor 

(Money et al., 2014). We predicted that the activation of adenylyl cyclase would decrease 

recovery times following anoxia, and inhibition would increase the time to recover. 
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3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Animals 

All experiments were performed on gregarious African migratory locusts, Locusta 

migratoria, aged 3-5 weeks past the final molt. Animals were taken from a crowded colony 

located in the Animal Care Facility of the Biosciences Complex at Queen’s University (Kingston, 

Ontario, Canada). The colony is subject to a 12:12 hr light:dark photoperiod schedule at a room 

temperature of 30 ± 1 °C during light hours and 26 ± 1 °C during dark hours, and a constant 

humidity of 23 ± 1 %. Animals were fed wheat seedlings and a dry mixture of 1-part skim milk 

powder, 1-part torula yeast, and 13-parts bran.  

3.3.2 Whole animal water immersion 

Male locusts were used to reduce variability and establish a clear pharmacological effect 

without the influence of sex. Animals were removed from the colony and submerged in a tank 

filled with room temperature de-chlorinated tap water. Animals were held in individual 

compartments and were left submerged for 20 minutes before being taken out of the tank, dried, 

and weighed.  

3.3.3 Whole animal gas anoxia 

Appendages were removed, an EMG electrode was inserted into the 3rd abdominal 

segment 1-2 mm above the spiracle and a silver ground wire was inserted into the anterior portion 

of the thorax; both wires were secured with small drops of wax. Animals were placed individually 

into a 50 mL syringe, fitted with a gas exchange at one end and an opening at the other to allow 

for flow-through (Fig 3.1). A 5-minute baseline recording was taken with air flowing through the 

syringe. After the baseline recording, nitrogen gas was turned on for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes 

the nitrogen gas was switched back to air to allow for recovery.  
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EMG Gas in Gas out 

Figure 3.1 Whole animal gas anoxia preparation.  

A schematic diagram of experimental design. The intact animal was placed within a 50 

mL syringe that was fitted with an air supply (gas in) at one end, and an opening at the 

other end (gas out). An EMG electrode was placed in the 3rd abdominal above the 

spiracle. 
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3.3.4 Semi-intact preparation 

Both male and female adult locusts were used to investigate all potential effects of 

adenosine receptor and adenylyl cyclase manipulation on recovery, including sex-treatment 

interactions. Animals were obtained, appendages and a portion of the pronotum were removed, 

and a dorsal incision was made along the midline of the animal. Further dissection occurred in a 5 

x 2.5 x 2 cm plexiglass chamber with a cork bottom. The dorsal side of the animal was pinned 

open allowing for removal of the gut, air sacs, and fat bodies and exposure of the ventral nerve 

cord, including metathoracic ganglion (MTG) and nerve roots (Fig 3.2 A). The abdominal cavity 

was bathed in standard locust saline containing (in mM): 147 NaCl, 10 KCl, 4 CaCl2, 3 NaOH, 

and 10 HEPES buffer (pH = 7.2). A silver ground wire was inserted into the anterior portion of 

the thorax. 

3.3.5 Electrophysiology 

Extracellular microelectrodes were made from filamented capillary tubes (1 mm 

diameter; World Precision Instruments) pulled to a tip resistance of approximately 5-7 mW. Both 

the electrode and the electrode holder were filled with 3 M KCl and connected to a DC amplifier 

(model 1600 A-M Systems). Voltage was adjusted to zero with the electrode tip in locust saline, 

the electrode was then inserted through the sheath of the MTG. Transperineurial potential (TPP) 

was recorded for the entirety of the experiment. Ventilatory motor patterns were recorded from 

one of the abdominal nerve roots with a suction electrode (World Precision Instruments). The 

electrode was made from an unfilamented capillary tube 1 mm in diameter (World Precision 

Instruments) which was pulled to a high-resistance tip before being broken to an appropriate size. 

The signal was amplified using a differential AC amplifier (model 1700 A-M Systems) and 

digitized with a DigiData 1322A digitizer (Molecular Devices). 
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3.3.6 Drug preparation 

All chemicals were obtained from Sigma Aldrich Canada and prepared in standard locust 

saline to concentrations indicated below. Control solutions contain standard locust saline.  

3.3.7 Experimental design 

Whole animal water immersion 

Each treatment was injected into the hemocoel of the animal and was diluted by the 

hemolymph. Treatments were corrected to final concentrations based on an average hemolymph 

volume of 200 µL. 1, 3, 7-Trimethylxanthine (caffeine) treatments consisted of 5 µL, 10 µL, and 

15 µL injections of 2.5 x 10-2 M caffeine, an adenosine receptor antagonist, into the hemocoel at 

the base of the hindleg. Approximate final concentrations of each dose were 6.25 x 10-4 M, 1.25 x 

10-3 M, and 1.88 x 10-3 M, respectively. Adenosine treatments consisted of 10 µL injections of 10-

2 M, 5 x 10-2 M, and 0.1 M 9-β-D-Ribofuranosyladenine (adenosine). Approximate final 

concentrations were 5 x 10-4 M, 2.5 x 10-3 M, and 5 x 10-3 M, respectively. Control locusts were 

injected with standard locust saline. During adenosine experiments the treatment was injected 20 

minutes prior to immersion. During caffeine experiments injection occurred immediately 

following water emersion to account for half-life and peak concentration, which occur around 15 

minutes following injection (National Research Council, 2001). The time to succumb to coma 

was measured as the length of time between immersion and the cessation of ventilation (Tvent) and 

movement (Tmove). The time to recover was measured as the time between re-exposure to air and 

the return of ventilation (Rvent) and the ability to stand (Rstand).  

 

Whole animal gas anoxia 

At 10 minutes into the 30-minute coma, the animal was injected with the appropriate 

treatment and placed immediately back into the syringe. Injections consisted of either 5 µL or 10 
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µL of 2.5 x 10-2 M caffeine, resulting in final concentrations of approximately 6.25 x 10-4 M and 

1.25 x 10-3 M. The time to succumb to coma was measured as the time between nitrogen gas 

exposure and the cessation of motor patterning and neural excitability. The time to recovery was 

measured as the time between re-exposure to air and the time for neural excitability and motor 

patterning to return.  

 

Semi-intact experiment 

Adenosine and caffeine experiments used concentrations of 10-3 M and 10-2 M for each 

drug. In order to look at the possible effect of cAMP, NKH 477 was used as an adenylyl cyclase 

activator and 2’, 3’-dideoxyadenosine (DDA) was used as an adenylyl cyclase inhibitor. NKH 

477 and 2’, 3’-dideoxyadenosine (DDA) experiments used drugs at a concentration of 10-3 M. 

Although previous experiments used forskolin as an adenylyl cyclase activator, NKH-477 was 

used as a water soluble forskolin derivative to avoid any potential influence of ethanol as a 

solvent. Following dissection, the animal was bathed in the appropriate treatment for 20 minutes 

prior to immersion to ensure absorption. The preparation was then flooded with saline to induce 

anoxia. Saline was left on for 5 minutes and then removed using a large syringe. The time to 

succumb was measured as the time between immersion and the cessation of neural rhythm 

production, excitability, and the drop in TPP. The time to recover was measured as the time 

between immersion saline removal and the return of TPP, neural excitability, and motor 

patterning (Fig 3.2 B, C, D).  
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Figure 3.2 Semi-intact preparation of the locust. 

 (A) Schematic diagram of the dissected animal with extracellular electrode placement in the 

metathoracic ganglion and a suction electrode attached to a nerve. The immersion chamber is 

shown, which is filled with saline to induce anoxia. (B) A sample extracellular recording (DC), 

and nerve recording of a control animal during induction and recovery from anoxic coma via 

water immersion. (C) A close up of the nerve recording during entry to coma, displaying the end 

of motor patterning (a) and the end of neural excitability (b). (D) A close up of rhythmic motor 

patterning.  
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3.3.8 Statistical analysis 

Data were analyzed using SigmaPlot 13 (Systat Software Inc.). One-way and two-way 

analysis of variance tests were used to determine statistical significance (P < 0.05) between 

multiple groups of data. For the whole animal immersion experiments, locusts taken from the 

same colony cage were always immersed as sets including a single representative of each 

treatment group. Hence, we used repeated measures ANOVA to test for treatment differences, 

considering each set as an individual subject. Thus, we discounted any effect of variability 

associated with rearing and experimental conditions on different days. Post hoc tests were used to 

determine significant differences between individual groups within the data set. The post hoc tests 

were decided based on the normality and equal variance of the data, measured with Shapiro-Wilk 

and Brown-Forsythe tests respectively. Post hoc tests are indicated when present within section 

3.4. Parametric data are reported as mean ± standard deviation, non-parametric data are reported 

as median and interquartile range (IQR). All data are reported in minutes. Section 3.4.1 had an 

outlier removed from the data set. The outlier was a part of the Caffeine 15 µL treatment group 

and had recovery times greater than 1.5 x IQR above the third quartile for that data set. Section 

3.4.2 had an outlier removed. The outlier was a part of Adenosine 10-3 M treatment group and had 

a recovery of motor pattern that was greater than 1.5 x IQR above the third quartile. This is 

attributed to a disturbance in the suction electrode throughout the experiment, making it difficult 

to determine the return of motor patterning due to electrical noise in the recording.  
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Whole animal experiments 

Adenosine increases time to stand following anoxic coma 

 Mammalian research demonstrates an increase in adenosine concentrations in the cerebral 

cortex of mice during spreading depolarization and the activation of ARs lengthen the recovery of 

synaptic transmission (Lindquist and Shuttleworth, 2012). To determine whether these findings 

are consistent in insect models we investigated the influence of adenosine on the recovery 

following anoxic coma. Adenosine had a dose-dependent effect on the recovery of motor control 

in locusts (Table 3.1). The time to succumb was not affected by treatments (One- way RM 

ANOVA P = 0.994). The recovery of ventilation (Rvent) did not vary across treatments (One-way 

RM ANOVA P = 0.310) (Fig 3.3 A), however the recovery of standing ability (Rstand) was 

significantly delayed in both adenosine groups (One-way RM ANOVA P < 0.001) compared to 

controls (Holm-Šidák ADO 0.1 M P < 0.001; ADO 0.05 M P < 0.001) (Fig 3.3 B).   
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Figure 3.3 Effect of adenosine on time to recover from anoxic coma via water immersion.  

(A) The time to recover ventilation (Rvent) (B) Time to stand (Rstand). Different letters on boxplot 

indicate P < 0.05. 

 
 

TABLE 3.1 Whole-animal adenosine dose-dependent experiments.  

The time to succumb (Tsuccumb), time to recovery of ventilatory movement (Rvent), and time to 

stand (Rstand) are shown in minutes (mean ± standard deviation). 

 

 
 
 
  

 n Tsuccumb Rvent Rstand 

Control 10 6.4 ± 1.19 5.9 ± 1.12 14.2 ± 1.33 

Adenosine 0.05 M 10 6.4 ± 1.06 5.9 ± 1.48 16.6 ± 2.02 

Adenosine 0.1 M 10 6.4 ± 0.74 6.5 ± 1.44 17.8 ± 2.08 
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 Caffeine has a dose-dependent, biphasic effect on recovery from anoxic coma 

Caffeine acts as an adenosine receptor antagonist, therefore we predicted that increasing 

doses would decrease the time to recovery, contrasting the effects of adenosine. Caffeine had a 

biphasic effect on recovery; the 5 µL dose had the shortest recovery times and the 15 µL dose had 

the longest recovery times (Table 3.2). The time to recovery of ventilation (Rvent) was 

significantly affected by treatments (One-Way RM ANOVA P < 0.001) (Fig 3.4 A). The high 

dose caffeine treatment significantly delayed Rvent compared to the two other caffeine treatments 

(Holm-Šidák; Caffeine 5 P < 0.001, Caffeine 10 P = 0.005). The time to stand (Rstand) was 

similarly affected (One-Way RM ANOVA P < 0.001) (Fig 3.4 B). The low dose caffeine 

treatments showed quicker recovery times compared to controls (Holm-Šidák P < 0.001) and 

compared to the high dose caffeine treatment (Holm-Šidák P < 0.001). The high dose caffeine 

treatment took significantly longer to recover Rstand than the 10 µL caffeine dose (Holm-Šidák, P 

= 0.007). 

 

Caffeine decreases the time to recover neural excitability following gas anoxia 

In order to further characterize the effect of caffeine on neural patterning, an 

electromyographic electrode was used to record ventilatory rhythm during induction to and 

recovery from anoxic coma (Fig 3.5 A) (Table 3.3). Caffeine treatment groups recovered neural 

excitability (Re) faster than the control group following a 30-minute coma (One-way ANOVA P 

< 0.001) (Fig 3.5 B). Both the 5 µL dose (Holm-Šidák, P < 0.001) and 10 µL dose (Holm-Šidák, 

P = 0.001), had significantly shorter recovery times than the control (Fig 3.5 B). The return of 

neural motor patterning (Rmp) was not significantly different among treatment groups (One-way 

ANOVA, P = 0.171).  
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Figure 3.4 Effect of caffeine on time to recover from anoxic coma via water immersion.  

(A) The time to recover ventilation (Rvent) (B) Time to stand (Rstand). Different letters on boxplot 

indicate P < 0.05. 

 

TABLE 3.2 Whole-animal caffeine dose-dependent experiments.  

The time to recovery of ventilatory movement (Rvent) and time to stand (Rstand) are shown in 

minutes (mean ± standard deviation). 

 

  
 n Rvent Rstand 

Control 10 9.6 ± 2.27 16.0 ± 3.15 

Caffeine 5 µL 10 7.8 ± 1.57 12.5 ± 2.07 

Caffeine 10 µL 10 8.5 ± 2.25 14.1 ± 2.25 

Caffeine 15 µL 10 11.2 ± 2.02 17.1 ± 1.86 
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Figure 3.5 Effect of caffeine on time to recover from anoxic coma via nitrogen gas.  

(A) Example EMG traces during recovery from coma for each treatment. Each trace begins upon 

return to air (B) Time to excitability return (Re). Different letters on boxplot indicates P < 0.05. 

  

TABLE 3.3 Whole-animal caffeine dose-dependent experiments with EMG.  

The time to recovery of neural excitability (Re) and time to recovery of motor patterning (Rmp) are 

shown in minutes (mean ± standard deviation). 

 n Re Rmp 

Control 20 3.2 ± 0.94 5.3 ± 1.36 

Caffeine 5  µL 20 2.1 ± 0.77 4.6 ± 1.44 

Caffeine 10  µL 20 2.3 ± 0.75 4.7 ± 1.21 
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3.4.2 Semi-intact experiments 

Adenosine increases recovery time 

 Sex did not have an effect on any of the measured values, nor was there an interaction 

between sex and treatment. Adenosine treatment did not influence the rate of induction to coma 

(Fig 3.6 A & B) (Table 3.4). The Re was found to be significantly influenced by treatment (One-

Way ANOVA P = 0.05). Rmp was not significantly influenced by adenosine treatment (Fig 3.6 C). 

Animals treated with 10-3 M adenosine took significantly longer to recover excitability than 

controls (Dunn’s Method, P = 0.012) (Fig 3.6 D). The timing of TPP was not affected by the 

adenosine treatments.  

 

Caffeine affects coma induction and recovery rates 

 The time to coma induction was influenced by treatments (Two-way ANOVA; Fe P = 

0.05, Fmp P = 0.05) (Fig 3.6 A & B). Compared to controls, animals treated with 10-2 M caffeine 

lost neural excitability sooner (Fe) (Holm-Šidák, P = 0.043) and lost neural motor patterning (Fmp) 

sooner (Holm-Šidák P = 0.001). The time to recover motor patterning (Rmp) was also influenced 

by treatments (Two-Way ANOVA P=0.05) (Table 3.4). Animals treated with 10-3 M caffeine had 

a significantly longer Rmp compared to controls (Holm-Šidák, P = 0.038) (Fig 3.6 D). Sex did not 

have an effect on any of the measured values, nor was there an interaction between sex and 

treatment. The timing of Re and TPP were not affected by the caffeine treatments.  
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Figure 3.6 Effect of varying concentrations of adenosine and caffeine on time to succumb 

and time to recover from anoxic coma via water immersion. 

 (A) The time to failure of motor patterning during coma induction (Fmp) (B) The time to failure 

of neural excitability (Fe). (C) The time to return of motor patterning (Rmp). (D) The time to 

recover neural excitability. Different letters on boxplots indicate P < 0.05. Details in text. 
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TABLE 3.4 Semi-intact adenosine and caffeine experiments.  

Measures were taken as the time to failure of excitability (Fe), time to failure of motor patterning 

(Fmp), time to drop of transperineurial potential (Ftpp), recovery of excitability (Re), recovery of 

motor patterning (Rmp), and recovery of transperineurial potential (Rtpp). All measures are in 

minutes presented as median (IQR).  

 n Fe Fmp Ftpp Re Rmp Rtpp 

Control 20 5.8 (4.5-7.5) 3.6 (2.45-4.6) 4.9 (3.69-6.3) 0.9 (0.45-1.45) 2.8 (2.23-3.1) 1.4 (1.18-1.97) 

ADO 10-3 M 20 5.0 (4.1-6.6) 2.8 (1.9-3.4) 4.9 (3.7-5.6) 2.1 (1.2-3.4) 3.5 (3.0-5.8) 2.3 (1.1-3.2) 

ADO 10-2 M 6 6.3 (4.4-8.3) 3.0 (2.4-3.3) 4.6 (3.7-6.3) 1.1 (0.5-2.7) 4.6 (3.4-5.5) 2.6 (1.6-3.8) 

Caff 10-3 M 20 4.7 (3.7-5.5) 2.6 (2.0-3.26) 4.6 (3.9-5.4) 1.4 (0.58-2.48) 3.8 (3.55-5.9) 2.1 (1.3-5) 

Caff 10-2 M 6 3.6 (2.35-5.4) 1.6 (1.41-1.88) 3.2 (2.1-3.8) 0.9 (0.6-2.6) 3.1 (1.97-4.6) 1.9 (0.74-2.58) 
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Adenylyl cyclase activation increases recovery time in intact animals 

 Previous research showed that forskolin, an adenylyl cyclase activator, increased Rstand 

compared to controls (One-Way ANOVA P = 0.034). Here, NKH 477 was used as a forskolin 

derivative, and 2’, 3’-dideoxyadenosine (DDA) was used as an adenylyl cyclase inhibitor. The 

induction values were not affected by treatments (Table 3.5). The recovery of neural excitability 

was found to be significantly different between males and females (Two-way ANOVA P = 0.001) 

(Table 3.6 A), although no interaction was present between sex and treatment (P = 0.955). 

Specifically, males were slower to recover excitability than females (Holm-Šidák P = 0.001). A 

two-way ANOVA showed that there was interaction between sex and treatment (P = 0.038) in the 

recovery of motor patterning. A subsequent one-way ANOVA on ranks determined that recovery 

of motor patterning in males was significantly influenced (P = 0.023) (Table 3.6 B). Specifically, 

males treated with NKH 477 were slower to recover motor patterning than controls (Holm-Šidák 

P < 0.001) and the DDA treatment group (P = 0.002) (Fig 3.7 A). Females did not display a 

difference in motor pattern recovery (Fig 3.7 B).  
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Figure 3.7 Effect of DDA and NKH-477 on recovery from anoxic coma via water immersion 

in males and females.  

(A) The time to motor pattern recovery (Rmp) in males (B) The time to motor pattern recovery 

(Rmp) in females.  Different letters on boxplots indicate P < 0.05. Details in text. 
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TABLE 3.5 Semi-intact DDA and NKH 477 experiments.  

Measures were taken as the time to failure of excitability (Fe), time to failure of motor patterning 

(Fmp), time to drop of transperineurial potential (Ftpp), recovery of excitability (Re), recovery of 

motor patterning (Rmp), and recovery of transperineurial potential (Rtpp). All measures are in 

minutes. Parametric data are presented as mean ± standard deviation; Non-parametric data are 

presented as median (IQR). 

 

 

TABLE 3.6 Recovery of semi-intact DDA and NKH 477 experiments separated by sex. 

 (A) The time to recovery of neural excitability (Re) between male and female animals (B) The 

time to recovery of motor patterning (Rmp) in male and female animals for each treatment. All 

measures are in minutes: median (IQR).  

 n Fe Fmp Ftpp Re Rmp Rtpp 

Control  20 5.9 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.24 4.9 ± 0.34 0.9 (0.45-1.45) 2.8 (2.23-3.1) 1.4 (1.18-1.97) 

DDA 24 5.5 ± 0.5 2.9 ± 0.33 4.3 ± 0.43 1.2 (0.9-2.35) 4.0 (2.65-4.58) 1.5 (1.09-2.3) 

NKH 477 10 5.3 ± 0.5 2.9 ± 0.33 4.6 ± 0.43 1.8 (0.85-2.63) 4.5 (3.3-5.4) 2.3 (1.25-2.95) 

 n Re 

Male 34 1.9 (1.1-2.5) 

Female 20 0.8 (0.4-1.23) 

 n Rmp 

Control – Male  10 2.9 (2.23-3.48) 

DDA – Male  19 4.2 (2.6-4.33) 

NKH 477 – Male 5 5.4 (4.35-10.0) 

Control – Female  10 2.7 (2-3.08) 

DDA – Female  5 4.7 (2.88-5.25) 

NKH 477 – Female  5 3.7 (2.35-5.2) 

A 

 

B 

B 
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3.5 Discussion 

The mechanisms involved in SD propagation and recovery are not completely known and 

we investigated the role of adenosine in locusts. We found that manipulation of the adenosine 

receptor influences the timing of anoxic coma induction and recovery. Administration of 

adenosine as a receptor agonist delayed recovery following coma in both intact and semi-intact 

preparations. However, treatment with caffeine (AR antagonist), had mixed results. There was a 

dose-dependent effect in intact locusts; lower concentrations shortened, and higher concentrations 

lengthened recovery times. In semi-intact preparations caffeine hastened induction to coma and 

delayed recovery. An activator of cAMP delayed recovery times.   

3.5.1 Adenosine 

Adenosine provides neuroprotection during metabolic stress in many hypoxia-tolerant 

animals (Perex-Pinzon et al., 1993; Buck and Bickler, 1997; Nilsson, 2004), however it has also 

been linked to the prolonged depression of synaptic transmission following the restoration of ion 

gradients in mammalian models (Lindquist and Shuttleworth, 2012). The build-up of extracellular 

adenosine contributes to the delay in recovery of synaptic transmission during SD recovery. 

Adenosine production is dependent on metabolic state; under physiological conditions, 

production primarily occurs intracellularly, however, when energy levels are low extracellular 

production is increased (Deussen et al., 2000, 1999). The primary mechanism for extracellular 

adenosine production is dephosphorylation of its precursor molecules: ATP, ADP, and AMP. 

Vertebrates have four adenosine receptors (ARs), all with different downstream pathways. Due to 

the lack of research surrounding invertebrate AR function, it was unknown whether activation 

would result in similar effects as found in mammals. We show that adenosine does lengthen the 

time of neural recovery following anoxic coma. 

 Our initial results demonstrate a clear effect of adenosine on functional recovery. Only 

males were used during whole-animal experiments to establish a clear pharmacological effect, 
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independent of sex. The time to stand (Rstand) in an intact animal depends on the recovery of 

synaptic transmission and motor pattern generation. Our results agree with predictions, showing 

that increased adenosine delays the Rstand, an effect that is exacerbated with an increased 

concentration. This effect was not present in the time to succumb (Tsuccumb) to coma or the time to 

recover ventilation (Rvent). This suggests that adenosine has differential roles and that some 

mechanisms are independent of its effects. Entry to coma is dependent on the suppression of 

synaptic activity and disruption of ionic gradients (Somjen, 2001). This process is associated with 

surges of extracellular K+, and a decrease in extracellular sodium, chloride and calcium 

(Pietrobon and Moskowitz, 2014). AR activation during this time may not have a large effect due 

to the significant consequences of ion channel disruption. The ventilatory central pattern 

generator (vCPG) is located within the MTG, allowing ventilation to act as a qualitative measure 

of neuromuscular function during entry and recovery to coma (Rodgers et al., 2007). However, 

the time to recover ventilation was not greatly affected by AR activation. This may be a 

consequence of the mode of anoxia. Compared to gas or chemical anoxia, water immersion 

requires additional recovery time to clear excess water from around the spiracles (Chapter 2). 

This process may influence the timing of ventilatory recovery, even in the presence of 

pharmacological agents. 

 A semi-intact preparation allowed for the measurement of transperineurial membrane 

potential and the negative DC shift associated with SD. An additional recording from a 

ventilatory nerve assessed changes in neural excitability and motor pattern generation. Both male 

and female locusts were used for semi-intact experiments in order to determine whether sex has 

an influence. A bath application of adenosine influenced the return of neural excitability. 

Excitability return (Re) was delayed in treatment groups compared to controls. This finding aligns 

with our predictions that adenosine lengthens recovery times. There was no difference due to sex.  
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 The return of motor patterning (Rmp) was not influenced by adenosine treatments. This 

was not predicted. The semi-intact preparation is more invasive, and this may impact motor 

pattern generation. The insect central nervous system is covered by a thin muscular septum 

known as the ventral diaphragm (Richards, 1963). This diaphragm is composed of a single layer 

of muscle fibers, which play an important role in ventilation as their electrical activity is coupled 

to that of the main inspiratory muscles (Peters, 1977). In semi-intact preparations this diaphragm 

is removed, exposing the connective-tissue sheath covering the MTG. Due to its rhythmical 

activity and connection with ventilatory movement, the removal of the diaphragm may impact the 

recovery of motor patterning. Although there was an influence of adenosine on Re, motor pattern 

generation requires coordinated signaling that may be more greatly affected by the disruption of 

dissection than that of adenosine application.  

3.5.2 Caffeine 

Caffeine acts as a non-selective AR antagonist and it elicits similar effects in 

invertebrates as in mammals (Mustard, 2014; Wu et al., 2009). Although AR antagonism is the 

primary mechanism of action, caffeine also acts to inhibit phosphodiesterase, and to mobilize 

intracellular calcium (Nehlig et al., 1992). Our results show that caffeine has a biphasic effect, 

with low dosages speeding up time to recovery and high dosages delaying recovery. In 

mammalian studies this is attributed to the binding affinity of ARs (Nehlig et al., 1992; Pedata et 

al., 1984). At low concentrations caffeine acts via AR antagonism, however, when caffeine 

concentrations are high it does not bind to ARs (Fredholm et al., 2017).  This may have occurred 

in our experiments as well; high concentrations of caffeine may elicit its effects through 

interactions with other receptors. Caffeine can bind to ryanodine receptors, which are ligand-

gated calcium channels, and increase the receptors affinity for calcium (Pessah et al., 1987). 

Invertebrate research shows that caffeine results in a release of intracellular calcium stores via 

ryanodine receptors (Lehmberg and Casida, 1994; Ebbinghaus-Kintscher et al., 2006). 
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Additionally, caffeine influences cAMP levels through inhibition of phosphodiesterases (PDE) 

(Byers et al., 1981). The inhibition of PDE by caffeine may lead to an increase in cAMP, as PDE 

is responsible for its degradation. Due to the wide scope of caffeine’s actions, high doses may be 

interacting with other molecules and causing an inhibitory effect on the nervous system.  

Caffeine administration at a low dose decreased the time to Re following exposure to gas 

anoxia. The placement of the EMG electrode introduced some variability. The electrode was 

placed in the same approximate location on each animal; however, the depth of the electrode tip 

could have varied up to 3 mm. Due to this variability, we may have recorded from different 

muscles, causing inconsistencies.  

Drug preparation took into account the volume of hemolymph in each animal, which 

results in a dilution of the administered solution. Due to variation in body size, hemolymph 

volume is 142 – 369 µL for adult male locusts (Loughton and Tobe, 1969; Ayali and Penner, 

1992). Our concentrations were prepared based on an average hemolymph volume of 200 µL. 

This variation in hemolymph volume may account for irregularities within whole animal 

experiments.  

In semi-intact preparations caffeine decreased the time to coma induction and delayed the 

time to recovery. These results indicate that caffeine contributed to the ionic disturbance 

associated with the onset of anoxic coma. Both Fmp and Fe were sooner in high concentration 

caffeine treatments (10-2 M). Although it is evident that a loss of ion gradients is critical to the 

initiation of SD, it is still unclear what mechanisms are behind this initiation and propagation. 

Both mammalian and invertebrate research shows that SD occurs first as neuronal silencing 

followed by membrane depolarization (Rodgers et al., 2010; Muller and Somjen, 2000). Our 

findings show that caffeine influences neural excitability and rhythm generation, however, it has 

no effect on the timing of the DC shift. This suggests that caffeine has an effect on the 

inactivation of neurons and not membrane depolarization.  
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Lower concentration caffeine treatments 10-3 M delayed the Rmp but not Re. Contrary to 

our predictions, this finding indicates that caffeine acted to slow functional recovery at the 

synaptic level. These findings are surprising given the results from whole-animal experiments. 

The semi-intact preparation is more invasive and results in increased damage to the animal, 

further exposing the ganglia and nervous system to each treatment. Due to this increased 

exposure, the low concentration caffeine had greater access to the ganglia and therefore may have 

resulted in too high of a concentration for AR interaction. This may have been the cause for the 

delay in recovery, similar to our preliminary findings. Further research will investigate the effects 

of lower concentrations in a semi-intact preparation to confirm this finding. 

3.5.3 cAMP 

A1R activation results in the inactivation of adenylyl cyclase, the enzyme responsible for 

cAMP production. cAMP is involved in protein kinase A (PKA) activation. This pathway has 

been shown to reduce recovery times following hyperthermic coma and anoxia, mediated by 

octopamine, in locusts (Armstrong et al., 2006; Money et al., 2016). cAMP has also been 

implicated in protection against anoxic apoptosis in mammalian neurons (Shao et al., 2011). We 

explored whether adenylyl cyclase activation and inhibition would produce similar results as the 

AR manipulations. Preliminary findings with intact animals showed that forskolin, an adenylyl 

cyclase activator, delayed the Rstand (RA Van Dusen unpublished). Similarly, a water-soluble 

forskolin derivative, NKH-477, increased the Rmp of males but not females in a semi-intact 

preparation. These findings were surprising, as previous research had demonstrated that an 

increase in cAMP improved recovery times following hyperthermic coma (Armstrong et al., 

2006). Our preliminary research (RA Van Dusen unpublished) used a forskolin concentration 

higher than that of previous studies, to ensure drug permeability in an intact preparation. This 

concentration may have been too high, resulting in a delay in Rstand. A similar effect may have 

arisen in the semi-intact preparations. Perhaps the increased access resulted in an overwhelming 
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effect similar to that of high concentrations of caffeine. The sex variation in Rmp may be a result 

of differences in behaviour. When reared in a crowded colony, adult male locusts must compete 

for female mates. This is a behaviour that requires additional neural activity and hormonal 

control. Octopamine (OA) is a neuromodulator in insects that is involved in aggressive 

behaviours (Hoyer et al., 2008; Zhou et al., 2008). OA signaling occurs in sexually dimorphic 

neuronal circuits that influence mating behaviours in either sex (Rezával et al., 2014). OA also 

plays a role in neuroprotection during anoxia via cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) (Money 

et al., 2016; Armstrong et al., 2006). The role of OA may be influencing the sex difference during 

recovery. This is supported by previous results that show an increase in the time to ventilate in 

males during following sexual maturity (Robertson et al., 2019). This finding disagrees with our 

predication that decreased cAMP will delay recovery.  

3.6 Conclusions 

Our results demonstrate that increased adenosine does affect recovery following anoxic 

coma in invertebrates. This finding was shown in both intact and semi-intact preparations, 

delaying the recovery of neural excitability and the time to stand following coma. Caffeine as an 

AR antagonist showed contrasting results; due to the wide mechanistic scope of this drug, 

additional research requires greater variation in treatment concentrations. These findings indicate 

that increased adenosine concentrations have a similar effect on the recovery of synaptic 

transmission as was found in mice. The effects of AR manipulation may be mediated by the 

cAMP pathway, as similar findings are shown through adenylyl cyclase activation and inhibition. 

A clear finding from our results is that the timing of the transperineurial potential drop and 

recovery was stable and not influenced by our pharmacological treatments. This indicates a clear 

distinction between the mechanisms responsible for recovery of membrane potential and the 

effects of adenosine on synaptic recovery. 
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Chapter 4 

The ATP-sensitive potassium channel blocker Glybenclamide 

exacerbates anoxic coma in Locusta migratoria 
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4.1 Abstract 

Under extreme environmental conditions, many insects enter a protective coma 

associated with a spreading depolarization (SD) of neurons and glia in the CNS. Recovery 

depends on the restoration of ion gradients by mechanisms that are not well understood. We 

investigated the effects of glybenclamide, an ATP-sensitive K+ (KATP) channel inhibitor, and 

pinacidil, a KATP activator, on the mechanisms involved in anoxic coma induction and recovery in 

Locusta migratoria. KATP channels allow for the efflux of K+ when activated thereby linking 

cellular metabolic state to membrane potential. In intact locusts, we measured the time to enter a 

coma after water immersion and the time to recover the righting reflex after returning to 

normoxia. In semi-intact preparations, we measured the time to SD in the metathoracic ganglion 

after flooding the preparation with saline and the time for the transperineurial potential to recover 

after removal of the saline. Glybenclamide decreased the time to coma induction, whereas 

pinacidil increased induction times. Glybenclamide also lengthened the time to recovery and 

increased the rate of recovery of transperineurial potential. We conclude that glybenclamide 

affects the CNS response to anoxia via K+ regulation in the interstitial space. The relative roles 

of glial and neuronal KATP, and the Na+/K+-ATPase remain to be determined. 
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4.2 Introduction 

Metabolic stress can have severe consequences on cellular function and animal survival. 

Anoxia results in the inability to maintain ion gradients due to a lack of ATP-dependent pumping 

activity. Ion gradients are essential for maintaining and changing cellular membrane potentials. In 

insects, the collapse of ionic gradients during metabolic stress triggers a propagating wave of 

cellular depolarization known as spreading depolarization (SD) and results in complete 

neuromuscular shutdown in the form of a reversible anoxic coma. Anoxic coma allows many 

insects to survive extended periods of anoxia without the consequences of complete ATP 

depletion (Haddad, 2006). SD is a neurological phenomenon that has been described in mammals 

and insects (Leao 1944; Rodgers et al., 2009; Robertson et al., 2020). There are certain hallmarks 

of SD that are consistent across vertebrate and invertebrate models, including a surge of 

extracellular potassium ion concentration ([K+]o) that corresponds with a large negative shift in 

direct current (DC) potential (Spong et al., 2016b). K+ is known to play a role in SD initiation and 

recovery (Obrenovitch & Zilkha, 1995; Rodgers et al., 2009), however there is still uncertainty 

regarding the cellular mechanisms surrounding K+ regulation during SD. We have investigated 

the role of ATP-sensitive potassium channels in the occurrence of SD during anoxic coma in 

Locusta migratoria using glybenclamide as a channel inhibitor and pinacidil as a channel 

activator.  

Under normal conditions K+ flux is controlled by several homeostatic mechanisms, 

including the Na+/K+-ATPase. During anoxia these mechanisms are unable to maintain ion 

gradients, resulting in the surge of [K+]o during SD initiation. ATP-sensitive potassium (KATP) 

channels are found in the plasma membrane and the inner mitochondrial membrane of many cell 

types including neurons and glia (Ashcroft and Ashcroft, 1990), and have been characterized in 

most phyla (Kicinska et al., 2007). Plasma membrane KATP channels are inhibited by intracellular 

ATP, thereby associating cellular metabolic state to electrical activity at the membrane. During 
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anoxia, a decrease in ATP activates KATP channels, allowing an efflux of K+ out of the cell 

causing a hyperpolarization that prevents neural over-excitation. Prolonged hyperpolarization 

may have a protective effect on neural tissue during anoxia (Ballanyi 2004; Yamanda et al., 

2001). Anoxic hyperpolarization of the neuronal membrane results in a decrease of excitability 

and neurotransmitter release (Abele & Miller, 1990; Ben-Ari et al., 1990; Wind et al., 1997). 

Decreased excitability results in a reduction of energy expenditure, which, during anoxia, is 

protective (Spong et al., 2016). The suppression of neurotransmitter release also adds to the 

protective effects of KATP activation. Glutamate is a neurotransmitter released during anoxia, and 

its accumulation can result in cell damage and inhibit recovery (Rossi et al., 2000; Dreier, 2011). 

Due to this link, KATP channels may play a role in the initiation and propagation of SD during 

metabolic stress.  

Invertebrate models can facilitate investigation at molecular, cellular, and functional 

levels. The African migratory locust, Locusta migratoria, is able to survive at least 6 hours in 

anoxic coma with complete recovery (Wu, 2002). Coma can be induced via water immersion, gas 

anoxia, or chemical anoxia with a mitochondrial inhibitor (Rodgers et al 2007). During coma 

induction the characteristics of SD can be recorded using ion-specific electrodes and extracellular 

electrodes within the metathoracic ganglia (MTG). The ventilatory central pattern generator 

(vCPG) is located within the MTG (Burrows, 1996) and generates a ventilatory rhythm, which 

can be used to monitor the cessation and recovery of coordinated motor patterning. With these 

measures we are able to observe the effects of treatment on the characteristics of SD induction 

and recovery.  

We investigated the role of glybenclamide, a KATP channel inhibitor, and pinacidil, a 

channel activator, on the induction and recovery from anoxic coma. Given the relationship 

between cellular metabolism and KATP function, and its neuroprotective effects, we predicted that 

activation of KATP channels with pinacidil would delay SD onset and hasten recovery, whereas 
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inhibition of KATP channels with glybenclamide would decrease the time to coma induction and 

increase recovery times.  

 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Animals 

Adult locusts, Locusta migratoria, were obtained from the colony in the Animal Care 

Facility in the Biosciences Complex at Queen’s University. The colony was maintained in 

crowded conditions within cages kept at an average temperature of 25°C, on a 12h:12h light:dark 

cycle. Animals were fed a diet of wheatgrass and dry food containing bran, torula yeast, and milk 

protein. All animals were 3-6 weeks past their final molt when selected for experimentation. 

4.3.2 Animal preparation 

Whole animal 

Only female animals were used to establish a clear effect of treatment separate from sex. 

Female locusts were randomly selected and transported via ventilated plastic containers from the 

colony. Animals remained fully intact and were held in separate compartments during 

experiments.   

 

Semi-intact 

Male and female locusts were used to explore all possible effects of treatments including 

potential sex differences. Animals were randomly selected from the colony. The appendages and 

a portion of the pronotum were removed, and an incision was made dorsally, along the midline of 

the animal. The animal was pinned open along the incision, allowing for removal of air sacs, 

eggs, fat bodies and the gut, and exposure of the metathoracic ganglion (MTG) and nerve roots 

(Fig 4.1). Dissection occurred in a 5 x 2.5 x 2 cm Plexiglas immersion chamber with a cork 

bottom. The thoracic cavity was bathed in standard locust saline containing (in mM): 147 NaCl, 
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10 KCl, 4 CaCl2, 3 NaOH, and 10 HEPES buffer (pH = 7.2). Nerves 3, 4, and 5 were cut on either 

side of the MTG to increase access to the CNS. A chlorided silver ground wire was inserted into 

the distal portion of the abdomen. 

4.3.3 Drug preparation 

Whole animal immersion experiments 

Glybenclamide (GLYB) (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as an ATP-sensitive K+ channel 

(KATP) inhibitor and Pinacidil (PINC) (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a KATP activator. All solutions 

were prepared using DMSO and standard locust saline as a solvent. Final concentrations were 

corrected to account for dilution in ~200 µL of hemolymph (Loughton and Tobe, 1969; Ayali and 

Penner, 1992). GLYB treatments were prepared to concentrations of 2 x 10-2 M, 10-1 M, 2 x 10-1 

M, 4 x 10-1 M, and 1 M, resulting in approximate final concentrations of 10-3 M, 5 x 10-3 M, 10-2 

M, 2 x 10-2 M, and 5 x 10-2 M respectively. PINC was prepared to concentrations of 4 x 10-1 M 

and 1.1 M, resulting in final concentrations of approximately 2 x 10-2 M and 5.5 x 10-2 M.  

 

Semi-intact immersion experiments 

GLYB treatments were prepared to concentrations of 2.5 x 10-4 M and 2.5 x 10-3 M using 

DMSO and locust saline as solvents. PINC was prepared to a concentration of 10-3 M in DMSO 

and locust saline. The control treatment consisted of locust saline and the maximum amount of 

DMSO used as a solvent in GLYB and PINC solutions.  
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Figure 4.1 Schematic diagram of semi-intact locust preparation, indicating placement of 

extracellular and suction electrodes.  

The extracellular electrode is placed in the MTG to record the TPP. A suction electrode is placed 

on a ventilatory nerve extending from the MTG to record neural excitability and motor 

patterning. 
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4.3.4 Electrophysiology 

Extracellular microelectrodes were used to measure the transperineurial potential (TPP) 

(Fig 4.2 A). Electrodes were made with 1 mm filamented glass capillary tubes (World Precision 

Instruments) pulled to a tip resistance of approximately 5-7 mW. 500 mM KCl was used to fill 

both the electrode and electrode holder, which was connected to a DC amplifier (model 1600 A-

M Systems). Prior to insertion into the MTG, the electrode recording was set to 0 mV in the 

saline bathing the preparation. A suction electrode was used to measure ventilatory motor 

patterning (Fig 4.2 A). The electrode was made from a 1 mm unfilamented glass capillary tube 

(World Precision Instruments) and was pulled to a high resistance tip before being broken with 

forceps to an appropriate size. The suction electrode was connected to a differential AC amplifier 

(model 1700 A-M Systems). Both amplifiers were connected to a DigiData 1322A digitizer 

(Molecular Devices).  

4.3.5 Experimental design 

Whole animal water immersion 

During GLYB dose-dependent trials females were randomly assigned to a treatment 

group of either 2 x 10-2 M, 10-1 M, 2 x 10-1 M, 4 x 10-1 M, 1 M GLYB or a control. PINC dose-

dependent trials consisted of two treatment groups of 4 x 10-1 M and 1.1 M, and a control group. 

Animals were administered treatment via a 10 μL injection into the thorax close to the 

approximate location of the MTG. Animals were placed in individual compartments in a 

Plexiglas container following injection and left for 20 minutes prior to immersion. Upon 

immersion, the time to cessation of ventilation (Tvent) and the time to cessation of all movement 

(Tmove) was recorded (visual monitoring). Following the cessation of all movement, animals were 

left submerged for an additional 30 minutes of coma. Following 30 minutes of coma the container 

was removed from the water tank and animals were dried, weighed, and placed on paper towels to 
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recover. The time to recovery of ventilation (Rvent) and the time to stand (Rstand) were recorded. If 

an animal exceeded 60 minutes of recovery time, it was designated as “did not recover”.  

 

Semi-intact water immersion 

Each animal was randomly assigned to a treatment group of either 2.5 x 10-4 M, 2.5 x 10-3 

M GLYB, 10-3 M PINC, or a control group. Following dissection and electrode placement a 

baseline recording was taken prior to bath application of assigned treatment. Following treatment 

application, animals were left for 20 minutes prior to coma induction. Locust saline was poured 

into the immersion chamber to submerge the preparation and induce anoxic coma. Ten minutes 

after the abrupt negative shift of TPP, a 50 mL syringe was used to remove saline from the 

immersion chamber and permit recovery. Coma induction measures were taken as the time to 

neural patterning failure (Fmp) (Fig 4.2 B) and the time to TPP drop (Ftpp). Recovery measures 

were taken as the time to the recovery of motor patterning (Rmp) (Fig 4.2 C) and the positive shift 

of TPP (Rtpp). The rate of TPP recovery was also measured as the steepest slope of the potential 

change (upslope; mV/s).  

4.3.6 Data analysis 

All data were analyzed using SigmaPlot 13 (Systat Software Inc.). Statistical significance 

(P < 0.05) was determined using either a one-way or two-way analysis of variance tests. When 

significance was found, an appropriate post-hoc test was used as reported. Post-hoc analysis was 

assigned depending on the equal variance and normality of the data, as determined by Shapiro-

Wilk and Levene median tests, respectively. Parametric data are reported as mean ± standard 

deviation (SD), non-parametric data are reported as median [inter-quartile range (IQR)]. Analysis 

software Clampfit 10.7 was used to generate figures from raw recordings. For display purposes, 

brief electrical artifacts were removed from electrophysiological traces by replacing them with 

straight line sections.   
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Figure 4.2 Sample recording from a semi-intact preparation of a control animal.  

(A) Nerve recording from suction electrode and DC potential recording displaying the 

transperineurial potential (TPP) as recorded by an extracellular electrode. Saline immersion 

marks the onset of anoxia, whereas saline removed indicates return to normoxia. Cessation of 

motor patterning is marked as “B”, return of motor patterning is marked as “C”. (B) A close-up of 

cessation of motor patterning from the nerve recording (arrow indicates cessation). (C) A close-

up of the return of motor patterning from the nerve recording (arrow indicates return). 
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4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Whole animal immersion 

The first dose-dependent experiments using 2 x 10-2 M, 10-1 M, 2 x 10-1 M GLYB did not 

influence induction or recovery measures. During induction, the time to stop ventilation (Tvent) 

and time to stop movement (Tmove) did not vary between treatments (One-Way RM ANOVA, n = 

40, Tvent P = 0.204, Tmove P = 0.271) (Table 4.1). Similarly, recovery measures of time to start 

ventilation (Rvent) and time to stand (Rstand) were not significantly different between treatments 

(One-Way RM ANOVA, n = 40, Rvent P = 0.721, Rstand P = 0.516) (Table 4.1).  

Experiments with increased concentrations of 4 x 10-1 M and 1 M GLYB and a DMSO 

control did not have a significant impact on Tvent (One-Way RM ANOVA, n = 30, P = 0.283) or 

Tmove (One-Way RM ANOVA, n = 30, P = 0.319) (Table 4.2). Similarly, Rvent was not 

significantly different between groups (One-Way ANOVA, n = 30, P = 0.075). The recovery of 

standing ability (Rstand) was influenced by treatments (One-Way RM ANOVA, n = 30, P < 0.001). 

Rstand took significantly longer with the highest dose, GLYB 0.05 M, compared to the 

intermediate GLYB dose (Holm-Šidák, P<0.001), and compared to the control (Holm-Šidák, P = 

0.003) (Fig 4.3 A).  

PINC treatments of 4 x 10-1 M and 1.1 M did not have an effect on the induction to coma 

as measured by Tvent (One-Way RM ANOVA, n = 30, P = 0.741) and Tmove (One-Way RM 

ANOVA, n = 30, P = 0.273) (Table 4.3). During recovery the return of ventilation was not 

influenced by either treatment (One-Way RM ANOVA, n = 30, P = 0.414), however the time to 

stand was significantly affected (One-Way RM ANOVA, n = 30, P = 0.02). Rstand was decreased 

in the 4 x 10-1 M PINC group compared to controls (Tukey Test, P = 0.02) (Fig 4.3 B).  
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TABLE 4.1 Whole-animal glybenclamide (GLYB) dose-dependent experiments.  

The time to stop ventilation (Tvent), time to stop movement (Tmove), time to recovery of ventilatory 

movement (Rvent), and time to stand (Rstand) are shown in seconds. Parametric data are reported as 

mean ± SD, non-parametric data are reported as median (IQR).  

 

TABLE 4.2. Whole-animal glybenclamide (GLYB) dose-dependent experiments with higher 

doses.  

The time to stop ventilation (Tvent), time to stop movement (Tmove), time to recovery of ventilatory 

movement (Rvent), and time to stand (Rstand) are shown in seconds. Data are reported as mean ± 

SD.  

 

TABLE 4.3 Whole-animal pinacidil (PINC) dose-dependent experiments. 

The time to stop ventilation (Tvent), time to stop movement (Tmove), time to recovery of ventilatory 

movement (Rvent), and time to stand (Rstand) are shown in seconds. Parametric data are reported as 

mean ± SD, non-parametric data are reported as median (IQR). 

  

 n Tvent Tmove Rvent Rstand 

Control 10 235 (185-322) 471 ± 127 669 ± 243 1206 (1117-1386) 

GLYB 2 x 10-2 M 10 434 (241-684) 688 ± 324 640 ± 208 1265 (1019-1444) 

GLYB 10-1 M 10 357 (253-557) 632 ± 265 593 ± 123 990 (883-1347) 

GLYB 2 x 10-1 M 10 430 (288-534) 669 ± 314 665 ± 189 1247 (1070-1381) 

 n Tvent Tmove Rvent Rstand 

Control 10 330 ± 128 463 ± 129 717 ± 194 1615 ± 513 

GLYB 4 x 10-1 M 10 290 ± 104 465 ± 126 572 ± 196 1446 ± 361 

GLYB 1 M 10 384 ± 203 554 ± 245 613 ± 297 2333 ± 937 

 n Tvent Tmove Rvent Rstand 

Control 10 350 (188-520) 543 (358-637) 727 ± 219 1659 (1463-2223) 

PINC 4 x 10-1 M 10 370 (267-522) 556 (459-686) 629 ± 204 1360 (1076-1475) 

PINC 1.1 M 10 361 (281-478) 523 (454-664) 690 ± 143 1557 (1503-1898) 
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Figure 4.3 Effect of treatments on recovery of standing ability in whole-animal experiments.  

(A) Dose-dependent glybenclamide (GLYB) treatment on Rstand following immersion anoxia. (B) 

Dose-dependent pinacidil (PINC) treatments on Rstand following immersion anoxia. Statistical 

significance is indicated with different letters (P < 0.05).  
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4.4.2 Semi-intact immersion 

Induction to SD was influenced by GLYB (Two-Way ANOVA, n = 40, P = 0.006), the 

time to failure of motor patterning (Fmp) was significantly shortened in high concentration GLYB 

(2.5 x 10-3 M) compared to controls (Holm-Šidák, n = 40, P = 0.007) and compared to the PINC 

treatment (Holm-Šidák, n = 40, P = 0.026) (Fig 4.4 A) (Table 4.4). Similarly, high concentration 

GLYB decreased the time to TPP drop (Ftpp) compared to controls (Holm-Šidák, n = 40, P = 

0.016), and compared to the PINC treatment (Holm-Šidák, n = 40, P = 0.035) (Fig 4.4 B). There 

was a difference of sex in Ftpp measures with an increased Ftpp in females (Two-Way ANOVA, n 

= 40, P = 0.042), however no interaction between sex and treatment existed (P = 0.082). 

 The recovery of motor patterning (Rmp) was significantly affected by treatments (Two-

Way ANOVA, n = 40, P = 0.043) (Fig 4.4 C). Both high and low GLYB delayed the recovery of 

motor patterning compared to PINC treatments however an all-pairwise post-hoc analysis did not 

find significance between treatment groups. Return of TPP (Rtpp) was also influence by treatments 

(Two-Way ANOVA, n = 40, P < 0.001). Rtpp was longer in high concentration GLYB compared 

to controls (Holm-Šidák, n = 40, P = 0.001) and PINC treatments (Holm-Šidák, n = 40, P = 

0.002) (Fig 4.4 D). There was a difference due to sex in Rtpp measures, with females taking longer 

to recover than males (Two-Way ANOVA, n = 40, P = 0.025), however no interaction between 

sex and treatment existed (P = 0.079). Lastly, the rate of recovery of TPP (Upslope), was 

significantly affected by treatments (Two-Way ANOVA, n = 40, P = 0.038) (Fig 4.5 A B). High 

concentration GLYB decreased the upslope of TPP recovery compared to controls, however an 

all-pairwise post-hoc analysis did not find significance between treatment groups. 
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TABLE 4.4 Semi-intact glybenclamide (GLYB) and pinacidil (PINC) experiments.  

The time to failure of motor patterning (Fmp), failure of TPP (Ftpp), time to recovery of motor 

patterning (Rmp), recovery of TPP (Rtpp), and the rate of TPP recovery (Upslope) are the measures 

listed in minutes.  Parametric data are reported as mean ± SD, non-parametric data are reported as 

median (IQR). Data are reported in minutes.  

 

  

 n Fmp Ftpp Rmp Rtpp Upslope (mV/s) 

Control 10 3.32 ± 1.21 4.64 ± 1.72 5.7 ± 1.79 1.66 (1.26-2.13) 0.83 ± 0.29 

PINC 10 3.57 ± 1.39 5.93 ± 2.44 4.98 ± 1.61 1.44 (1.37-2.19) 0.77 ± 0.09 

GLYB Low 10 2.73 ± 0.86 4.34 ± 1.12 7.29 ± 4.49 2.69 (1.68-3.1) 0.55 ± 0.29 

GLYB High 10 2.27 ± 0.86 3.46 ± 1 8.93 ± 2.69 3.38 (2-5.22) 0.45 ± 0.31 
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Figure 4.4 Effects of glybenclamide (GLYB) and pinacidil (PINC) in a semi-intact 

experiment on anoxic coma induction and recovery.  

(A) The time to motor pattern failure (Fmp). (B) The time to the negative shift of transperineurial 

potential (TPP) (Ftpp). (C) The time to motor pattern 
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Figure 4.5 Effect of glybenclamide (GLYB) and pinacidil (PINC) on recovery in semi-intact 

experiments.  

(A) Example of TPP recovery traces for each treatment. Arrow indicates return to normoxia and 

the start of recovery. (B) The rate of transperineurial potential (TPP) recovery. Overall 

significance P = 0.05.   
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4.5 Discussion 

In response to environmental stressors some insects enter into a reversible coma caused 

by the collapse of ionic gradients and silencing of neural activity via spreading depolarization 

(SD). K+ is involved in the propagation of SD and surges of [K+]o are characteristic of SD onset, 

however the cellular mechanisms involved in ion regulation during SD are not fully known. KATP 

channels couple cellular metabolic state to electrical activity in the plasma membrane; low 

intracellular ATP levels activate channels allowing for an efflux of K+. The hyperpolarization 

caused by KATP channel activation has a protective role during metabolic stress such as anoxia 

(Yamanda et al., 2001; Ballanyi 2004). Our results with glybenclamide support the predictions 

that inhibition of KATP channels will lead to a decrease in the time to coma induction and an 

increase in recovery times. However, pinacidil did not influence induction times, and was found 

to decrease the time to functional recovery only in whole animal preparations, suggesting that 

activation of KATP channels had a limited effect.  

Our results show a clear correlation between measures of anoxic coma and drugs that are 

known to manipulate KATP channels. However, glybenclamide may lead to off-target effects. The 

Na+/K+-ATPase may have a low-affinity binding site for GLYB, resulting in pump inhibition 

(Lee and Lee, 2005; Ribalet et al., 1996). The Na+/K+-ATPase plays a large role in membrane 

gradient establishment and its inhibition with ouabain facilitates SD (Balestrino et al., 1999; 

Rodgers et al., 2007). The interaction between GLYB and the Na+/K+-ATPase remains 

inconclusive, some reports have shown that GLYB can cause slight pump inhibition during low 

ATP concentrations, and pump activation during high ATP concentrations (Ribalet et al., 1996; 

Liu et al., 2007). However, other reports failed to find an influence of GLYB on Na+/K+-ATPase 

(Elmi et al., 2000). GLYB may therefore elicit some of its effects via Na+/K+-ATPase, which, if 

acting in an inhibitory role, would result in decreased induction times and increased recovery 
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times. Further research must be done in order to determine the binding affinity of GLYB on the 

Na+/K+-ATPase and KATP channels in a locust model.  

4.5.1 Coma and SD induction 

Once exposed to anoxic conditions cellular ATP concentrations decrease, which in turn 

activates KATP channels, resulting in an efflux of K+ to the extracellular space. This efflux causes 

membrane hyperpolarization, which acts as a protective mechanism (Ballanyi, 2004). Neuronal 

hyperpolarization causes an inhibition of excitability and a decrease in neurotransmitter release 

(Wind et al., 1997). This decrease in neural activity acts to protect cells against hypoxic damage 

by decreasing energy expenditure. With a collapse of ionic gradients, neurons and glial cells 

depolarize and SD propagates throughout the tissue. Although KATP activation is associated with a 

decrease in neural activity due to hyperpolarization, the inhibition by GLYB may contribute to a 

loss of ion homeostasis and therefore exacerbate the onset of SD. Therefore, we expected KATP 

inhibition to decrease induction times. Our findings show that GLYB decreased the time to motor 

pattern failure (Fmp) and the time to a drop in TPP (Ftpp). This result is consistent with our 

predictions, as KATP channel inhibition prevents the neuroprotective effects of hyperpolarization, 

thereby decreasing the time to coma induction. The ventilatory motor pattern is indicative of 

functional synaptic transmission within the ventilatory central pattern generator (vCPG) located 

in the MTG. A disruption of membrane potential within either pre- or post-synaptic neurons 

inhibits pattern generation. KATP channel inhibition obstructs the protective hyperpolarization 

phase and accelerates the disruption of ionic gradients, resulting in synaptic transmission failure.  

Ftpp represents the complete neural shutdown as a result of SD. A decrease in the latency 

to Ftpp in the GLYB treatment suggests that KATP inhibition speeds up the loss of ionic gradients 

and subsequent onset of SD. A significant difference between sexes was found in Ftpp measures, 

where females took longer than males. This finding may be a result of behavioural differences 

between sexes. In insects, sex-specific behaviour is controlled via neuromodulators, which can 
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also provide neuroprotection during anoxia (Armstrong et al., 2006; Money et al., 2016). Males 

display more aggression due to mate competition (Hoyer et al., 2008) and therefore have a greater 

reliance on neuromodulators facilitating this behaviour. Due to this increased neural activity as a 

result, males may be more susceptible to anoxia.  

 Time to induction was not affected in whole-animal experiments. During the first set of 

experiments, the concentration of GLYB used may have been too low as there was no influence 

on induction or recovery measures. With an increase in the concentration of GLYB, the time to 

cessation of ventilation (Tvent) and movement (Tmove) were still unaffected compared to controls. 

PINC treatments (semi-intact and whole animal) similarly had no influence on time to induction. 

As a KATP channel activator PINC was expected to prolong SD onset compared to GLYB 

treatments. This result may be due to the activation of KATP channels in control animals as a result 

of anoxia. KATP channels are activated by low intracellular [ATP], which occurs during anoxia in 

all treatment groups. Although PINC is known to increase activation in membrane bound KATP 

channels, this effect may be masked in the presence of anoxia.  

4.5.2 Coma and SD recovery 

Recovery following anoxic coma and SD is dependent on ionic gradient restoration via 

membrane pumps and channels. Once returned to normoxia, cellular respiration can occur, 

providing ATP to power the homeostatic mechanisms that re-establish the membrane gradients. 

The role of KATP channels during recovery is dependent on its neuroprotective effects during 

coma induction. Metabolic stress during coma induction increases the risk of damage following 

recovery (Chung et al., 2016; Dreier, 2011). The protective effects of anoxic hyperpolarization 

caused by KATP channel activation may result in quicker recovery times. Our results show that 

GLYB increased the time to stand (Rstand), and that PINC decreased Rstand following coma. These 

result support our predictions that KATP channels facilitate quicker recovery. PINC has no known 

interactions with the Na+/K+-ATPase, therefore the opposing effects of PINC and GLYB suggest 
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that the KATP channel is the primary target. The time to recovery of ventilation (Rvent) was not 

affected by either treatment.  

 High concentration GLYB (1 M) increased Rstand compared to controls. The time to stand 

is indicative of complete functional recovery. Decreased excitability as a result of 

hyperpolarization leads to a reduction in metabolic expenditure prior to anoxic exposure. 

Previous research shows that the energetic status of locusts prior to coma influences the time to 

recover neural function (Rodgers-Garlick et al., 2011). Our results are consistent with these 

findings, as GLYB treatments did not experience a decrease in energy expenditure as a result of 

hyperpolarization, whereas PINC treatments did and thereby had quicker recovery times. 

 As KATP channel activation decreases neurotransmitter release, this may also be 

contributing to the quicker recovery times in PINC treatments. During anoxia, neurotransmitters 

are released into the extracellular space. Some of these molecules, such as glutamate, have 

detrimental effects on cellular survival (Rossi et al., 2000). In mammals, glutamate causes 

excitotoxicity, contributes to sustained depolarization, and can lead to cell death (Dreier, 2011). 

The reduction in glutamate release as a result of KATP channel activation prevents the damage 

caused by its accumulation, therefore promoting recovery following SD (Lauritzen et al., 1997).   

 The lack of a difference in recovery of ventilation in whole-animal preparations may be 

an effect of the mode of anoxia. It takes longer to recover from water immersion in whole 

animals, compared to gas anoxia, due to the increased time required to clear water from the 

spiracles (Chapter 2). Against this longer background, detecting small differences in recovery of 

ventilation due to the drug treatment may be difficult. 

 In the semi-intact experiments, the high concentration GLYB treatments took 

significantly longer to recover motor patterning (Rmp) and transperineurial potential (Rtpp) 

compared to the PINC treatment. These results support predictions and findings. Rtpp represents 

the reestablishment of membrane gradients as shown by a positive shift in DC potential back to 
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baseline values. This is dependent on homeostatic mechanisms to redistribute ions between 

intracellular and extracellular spaces. Glial cells play an important role in spatial buffering of 

[K+]o within the MTG (Spong and Robertson, 2013). KATP channels are found in the 

mitochondrial membranes of glial cells to aid in K+ sequestering. KATP channel blockers inhibit 

mitochondrial K+ uptake in glial cells, thereby disrupting [K+]o clearance (Kozoriz et al., 2010). 

GLYB may be acting through this mechanism to delay the recovery of TPP. The sex difference 

found in Rtpp measures may be a consequence of variation in neuromodulation, as discussed 

above. Similarly, GLYB treatments also decreased the rate at which TPP recovers. The upslope 

of the positive DC potential shift was smaller in GLYB treatments than controls. This suggests 

that the homeostatic mechanisms responsible for membrane gradient restoration are not as 

effective without the activation of KATP channels.  

Alternatively, these findings may be explained by Na+/K+-ATPase interactions. 

Application of the Na+/K+-ATPase inhibitor, ouabain, gradually decreases TPP. When combined 

with repetitive anoxia, the slope of TPP recovery decreases throughout the course of the ouabain 

treatment (RM Robertson unpublished). The Na+/K+-ATPase clearly has an effect on the rate of 

membrane repolarization, and we cannot discount the possibility of an interaction between GLYB 

and the pump contributing to this result.  

4.6 Conclusion 

Pharmacological treatment intended to manipulate KATP channels had an effect on the rate 

of anoxic coma induction and recovery in L. migratoria. However, the KATP channel inhibitor 

used, glybenclamide, may have an inhibitory effect on the Na+/K+-ATPase. This possible 

interaction must be taken into consideration while analyzing our results. We found that GLYB 

reduced induction times to anoxic coma by decreasing the time to motor pattern failure and 

hastening the drop in transperineurial potential. This demonstrates a disruption in the protective 

effects elicited via KATP activation. Similarly, GLYB delayed the time to stand in whole animal 
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experiments, whereas KATP activation via pinacidil accelerated standing ability. This was shown 

in a semi-intact preparation as well, where GLYB delayed the return of motor patterning and 

transperineurial potential. The opposing effects of PINC and GLYB suggest that our results are 

due to KATP channel interactions, as opposed to Na+/K+-ATPase inhibition by GLYB. We 

demonstrate the influence of GLYB and PINC on the induction and recovery mechanisms 

surrounding anoxic coma.  
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Chapter 5 

General discussion 
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5.1 General discussion 

The ability to cope with low oxygen environments has repeatedly challenged animals 

throughout evolutionary history. The physiological adaptations that have arisen in response to 

hypoxia/anoxia vary across taxa, however they share the same primary objective of energy 

conservation. Several vertebrate and invertebrate species enter states of quiescence to achieve 

this. However, the mechanisms involved to enter and sustain such quiescent states are diverse. 

Many insects are able to enter a reversible coma in response to anoxia and other environmental 

stressors. In locusts, the onset of anoxic coma is associated with spreading depolarization (SD). 

SD has been of scientific interest for decades, as the molecular and cellular processes underlying 

its initiation and propagation remain unclear. An insect model of SD enables simultaneous 

exploration at molecular and behavioural levels and provides insight into its evolutionary origins. 

In my thesis I explored the effects of various treatments on the characteristics of anoxic coma and 

SD in Locusta migratoria. I established which methods of anoxia are most effective to further 

investigate the mechanistic underpinnings of SD. Using pharmacological approaches, I examined 

the role of adenosine and adenosine receptor antagonists on the rate of recovery following coma. I 

also investigated the effect of ATP-sensitive potassium channel inhibitors and activators on the 

induction to and recovery from anoxic coma. The primary objective of my thesis was to 

determine if these manipulations influenced the rate and characteristics of anoxic coma and SD, 

and if these findings are consistent with mammalian research.  

The second chapter of my thesis explored the effects of different methods of anoxia on L. 

migratoria, and how they influence the rate of neuromuscular depression. As predicted, each 

treatment affected induction and recovery measures differently. The use of gas anoxia is very 

common for insect handling and preparation, however the anesthetic effects of CO2 hastened 

coma induction and delayed recovery compared to N2 gas treatment. The physiological effects of 

CO2 have been well documented (Woodring et al., 1978; Badre et al., 2005; Talal et al., 2019), 
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however it was unknown how cessation and recovery of neural activity would be influenced 

compared to the two other treatments. CO2 directly affects neuromuscular junctions by decreasing 

postsynaptic glutamate sensitivity (Badre et al., 2005). This has been demonstrated by the effects 

of CO2 on spiracular movement in the locust (Hoyle, 1960). Hoyle showed that the control of 

spiracle muscles is almost entirely dependent on local short-circuits occurring in the 

neuromuscular junction (Hoyle, 1959). Low concentrations (1-5%) of CO2 exposure resulted in 

the relaxation of spiracle closer muscles during motor neuron excitation (Hoyle, 1960). Increased 

CO2 concentrations (10%) resulted in permanent spiracle opening, which increases water loss and 

can lead to mortality if prolonged (Nicolas and Sillans, 1989). N2 gas anoxia lead to initial 

spiracle relaxation during coma onset, however this is followed by re-contraction, which is likely 

powered by anaerobic processes (Lighton and Schilman, 2007). Our experiments utilized 100% 

CO2 and therefore exacerbated these effects. The average time to coma induction from CO2 

exposure was less than 1 minute, providing little time to analyze the effects of treatment on 

ventilatory motor patterning. If the concentration of CO2 was decreased to 50%, we may have 

initially seen a slower frequency and a longer duration of bursts due to spiracle opening, followed 

by faster and shorter bursts immediately prior to coma induction. A lower concentration of CO2 

gas may be useful in future investigations to more effectively explore the anesthetic action of CO2 

in the locust model.  

 

We have previously shown that over many generations (~1000) Drosophila melanogaster 

can adapt to CO2 exposure (Xiao et al., 2019), and that an individual animal can develop a 

tolerance to repeated exposures as a form of plasticity (Armstrong et al., 2011). This tolerance is 

displayed as quicker recovery times following anoxic coma compared to fly populations lacking 

previous exposures. Additionally, Xiao et al. demonstrated that populations under selection for 

CO2 tolerance also displayed tolerance to N2 gas anoxia (Xiao et al., 2019).  These findings 
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suggest that the mechanisms underlying coma recovery from CO2 exposure, and anoxia in 

general, may be adapted as a form of plasticity (Xiao et al., 2019). Coma induction in D. 

melanogaster is triggered by SD (Armstrong et al., 2011). The adaptive value of SD is still 

unclear; during periods of environmental stress entry to coma allows for survival, however, the 

occurrence of SD may merely be a consequence of metabolic stress (Robertson, 2020). Xiao et 

al.’s findings show that the mechanisms responsible for CO2 tolerance are consistent with those 

underlying tolerance to anoxia. Using this experimental method, examination of genetic variation 

between populations of D. melanogaster with CO2 tolerance and control populations is possible 

to further identify the key mechanisms responsible for tolerance. This may offer an opportunity to 

address the polygenic components responsible for both CO2 tolerance and anoxic tolerance, and 

provide insight into the adaptive value of SD.  

 

Water immersion was the primary method of coma induction used in chapters 3 and 4 

during pharmacological manipulations. The results from chapter 2 demonstrate that water 

immersion takes the longest to induce coma and results in the longest recovery times compared to 

gas treatments. I attribute these findings to the mechanism of asphyxiation and the reservoir of 

tracheal oxygen present during induction. Suffocation by water immersion is the only 

ecologically relevant anoxic method in locusts. During investigation of the molecular and cellular 

mechanisms of SD, it is not always necessary to use an ecologically relevant method, however, it 

is beneficial to use this method while exploring the evolutionary and adaptive scope of anoxic 

coma. Many of the physiological adaptations to anoxia in locusts have may have resulted as a 

response to environmental flooding, and this method therefore allows for the investigation of 

evolutionarily conserved mechanisms without interference of secondary effects that may arise 

with other modes of anoxic induction. Rodgers-Garlick et al. demonstrated the effects of AMP-

activated protein kinase (AMPK) on the recovery of ventilatory motor patterning following 
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anoxic coma and SD (Rodgers-Garlick et al., 2011). AMPK is an evolutionarily conserved 

regulator of cellular metabolism and acts as a cellular energy sensor (Hardie, 2014; Craig et al., 

2018). Inhibition of AMPK suppressed ouabain-induced SD, however it had no effect on the 

induction or recovery from water immersion in fed locusts (Rodgers-Garlick et al., 2011). These 

results suggest that an interaction between ouabain and AMPK may exist resulting in the 

suppression of SD, which illustrates the importance of using water immersion as a mode of 

anoxia in addition to targeted pharmacological techniques.  

 

My third chapter explored the role of adenosine on anoxic coma recovery. Adenosine is 

an abundant molecule with roles in many aspects of cellular physiology, however, due to its wide 

mechanistic scope it can be difficult to experimentally target specific pathways. The 

neuroprotective effects of adenosine have been well studied in many animal models in the 

presence of hypoxia/ischemia (Nilsson et al., 1994; Péerez-Pinzon et al., 1996; Buck and Bickler, 

1998). Increased extracellular adenosine, and subsequent A1 receptor activation, inhibits 

presynaptic voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels and therefore depresses synaptic activity in 

mammalian models (Wu and Saggau, 1994). My results did not show an effect of adenosine on 

induction, which may reflect a disparity between mammalian and invertebrate adenosine receptor 

(AR) mechanisms. The exact structure and function of the locust AR is unknown, which adds 

ambiguity to the current research. Dolezelova et al. identified an AR homolog in Drosophila that 

is encoded by the gene CG9753 (Dolezelova et al., 2007). Cross analysis shows closely related 

proteins in two other insect species, Anopheles gambiae (mosquito) and Apis mallifera 

(honeybee), however there is less than 70% amino acid identity between these proteins and the 

Drosophila AR (Dolezelova et al., 2007). Compared to the four mammalian AR subtypes the 

Drosophila AR has approximately 30% amino acid identity, however, the ligand binding domain 

is relatively conserved across species (Dolezelova et al., 2007). Given these findings there 
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remains uncertainty surrounding the function of the invertebrate, and specifically the locust, AR. 

Dolezelova et al. revealed that adenosine activates the Drosophila AR, resulting in increased 

intracellular cAMP and Ca2+ in an in vitro experiment. Overexpression of CG9753 in vivo 

increases PKA expression, suggesting that the AR is coupled to the cAMP/PKA pathway 

(Dolezelova et al., 2007). More recently, it was found that adenosine plays varying roles in 

different cells lines of Drosophila (Fleischmannova et al., 2017). These results suggest that 

adenosine pathways may be evolutionarily conserved, however, due to the ambiguity of AR 

structure and function across species, further research is required. In order to fully understand the 

mechanisms of adenosine in locusts the AR must be identified. The L. migratoria genome has 

been sequenced (Wang et al., 2014), allowing for the identification and sequence analysis of the 

AR gene. This information will provide initial insight into the sequence identity between locust 

and both Drosophila and mammalian AR genes. Functional analysis of the locust AR will 

elucidate the mechanisms of adenosine binding and AR activation, allowing for better 

interpretation of the current findings.  

 

The role of cAMP was discussed in my third data chapter due to its association with 

adenosine receptor activation. As mentioned, there are four subtypes of mammalian ARs, two of 

which mediate their actions through Gi and Go proteins (A1R and A3R), whereas the other two are 

coupled to Gs proteins (A2AR and A2BR) (Fredholm et al., 2001). Those coupled to Gi and Go 

proteins reduce adenylyl cyclase activity, and therefore cAMP levels, when activated. 

Conversely, the ARs coupled to Gs proteins stimulate adenylyl cyclase (Borea et al., 2018). Based 

on the findings that cAMP is increased as a result of Drosophila AR activation, perhaps the insect 

AR is more similar in function to mammalian A2AR and A2BR. My original predictions were 

based on the distribution and activity of mammalian ARs; A1R is more abundant in the CNS and 

is the subtype implicated in delayed synaptic transmission following SD (Lindquist and 
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Shuttleworth, 2017), therefore I predicted that the locust AR was functionally similar to the 

mammalian A1R. Given my results, the relationship between ARs and cAMP in the locust 

remains unclear. An increase of cAMP via adenylyl cyclase activation increased recovery times 

following coma. However, it has been previously demonstrated that the cAMP/PKA pathway is 

involved in neuroprotection during thermal stress via octopamine, thereby decreasing the time to 

recover (Armstrong et al., 2006; Srithiphaphirom et al., 2019). This discrepancy may be a result 

of experimental methods. Armstrong et al. left a bath application of the adenylyl cyclase 

activator, forskolin, on a semi-intact locust preparation for 1 hour prior to SD initiation via K+ 

injection (Armstrong et al., 2006). My bath application lasted 20 minutes prior to coma induction 

via water immersion. The decreased application time and increased metabolic stress due to anoxia 

may be contributors to the dissimilarities in our findings. Due to the uncertainty surrounding the 

cAMP findings, a definitive link between AR and cAMP in locusts cannot be made at this time. 

Future research should focus on replicating results from Armstrong et al. (2006) using anoxia to 

induce coma and SD. Combining applications of adenosine and an adenylyl cyclase blocker 

would demonstrate whether the adenosine pathway involves cAMP. Alternatively, this could be 

done with an AR antagonist and an adenylyl cyclase activator.  

 

The effects of caffeine as an AR antagonist were variable throughout my results. Whole 

animal preparations demonstrated a dose-dependent biphasic effect, where a lower dose speeded 

up recovery compared to controls and a higher dose slowed recovery compared to low doses. The 

biphasic effect of caffeine has been demonstrated in mammalian studies (Mumford and 

Holtzman, 1991; Svenningsson et al., 1995; Fredholm et al., 1999). Fredholm et al. described 

how the effect of low dose caffeine is mediated via AR antagonism, whereas the effects of high 

doses are not (Fredholm et al., 2017). This was supported using A1R knockout mice; the 

inhibitory effects of high dose caffeine were present in both wildtype and mutant mice, whereas 
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the stimulatory effects of low dose caffeine were only present in wildtypes (Halldner et al., 2004). 

This indicates that the decreased recovery times as a result of low dose caffeine may have been a 

result of AR blockade. However, given the lack of research on invertebrates, specifically locusts, 

and caffeine it is difficult to determine a “high” versus “low” dosage. The semi-intact 

experiments demonstrate decreased induction times in high concentration caffeine treatments and 

a delayed recovery of motor patterning in lower concentration treatments. Given these results it 

may be likely that neither caffeine treatment was acting via AR antagonism. The lower dose of 

caffeine in semi-intact experiments was 10-3 M, whereas whole animal preparations received a 

low dose of approximately 6.25 x 10-4 M. Due to the variation in concentrations and our findings, 

the semi-intact experiments may have used too high of a concentration to act on the AR. In order 

to validate this idea, semi-intact experiments should be repeated with a lower concentration of 

caffeine.  

  

The fourth chapter of my thesis investigated the role of ATP-sensitive potassium (KATP) 

channels in anoxic coma and SD. Due to their ability to couple cellular energy status with the 

electrical properties of the plasma membrane, these channels are likely candidates for 

involvement in anoxic coma induction and recovery. My results show that the KATP inhibitor, 

glybenclamide, decreased induction times and increased recovery times in whole animal and 

semi-intact experiments. A KATP activator, pinacidil, decreased recovery times in whole animals 

and did not show a significant effect in semi-intact experiments. These results align with 

predictions, however there is uncertainty surrounding the off-target effects of glybenclamide and 

whether it is acting on the Na+/K+-ATPase as well as KATP channels. Research surrounding this 

interaction has revealed contrasting results. Glybenclamide, or glyburide, has been shown to both 

inhibit and activate the Na+/K+-ATPase, as well as have no effect at all (Ribalet et al., 1996; Elmi 

et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2007). There are two populations of glyburide receptors, one with high 
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binding affinity and one with low affinity (Ribalet et al., 1996). The inhibition of GLYB on KATP 

channels is through both receptors, whereas the interaction between GLYB and the pump has 

been associated with binding of the low affinity receptors only (Ribalet et al., 1996). Studies 

reporting an interaction between GLYB and the pump have indicated that concentrations up to 

500 µM (5 x 10-4 M) have elicited an effect, and that increased concentrations did not affect the 

potency of GLYB (Ribalet et al., 1996; Liu et al., 2007). The effects of GLYB on the Na+/K+-

ATPase pump depend on cellular energy status; with low ATP concentrations GLYB acts as an 

inhibitor and when sufficient ATP is present GLYB activates the pump (Liu et al., 2007). Anoxic 

coma results in decreased ATP levels, therefore, in my research, GLYB might be expected to 

have an inhibitory effect on the pump if an interaction were occurring. I used several GLYB 

concentrations in both whole animal and semi-intact preparations, ranging from 2.5 x 10-4 M to 

10-2 M as approximate final values. Low concentration whole animal experiments did not 

demonstrate an effect on measures of induction or recovery. Given that GLYB has been shown to 

interact with the pump through low affinity receptor binding from concentrations up to 5 x 10-4 

M, if an interaction were occurring it should have had an influence on our low concentration 

experiments. GLYB increased recovery times in preparations using concentrations of 2.5 x 10-3 M 

or higher, suggesting that this response occurred via KATP channel inhibition in a concentration-

dependent manner. However, without further investigation strong conclusions cannot be made. 

To fully establish the effect of GLYB on the pump, ligand-receptor binding assays can be 

completed to determine the binding affinity, kinetics, and ligand efficiency of GLYB on the 

Na+/K+-ATPase using tissue from the metathoracic ganglion of the locust.  

 

 Chapters 3 and 4 both investigate the effects of pharmacological manipulations on the 

measures characterizing anoxic coma. A next step for future investigations is to establish whether 

a link exists between AR activation and KATP channels. In mammalian research, activation of the 
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ARs results in the opening of KATP channels (Kleppisch and Nelson, 1995; Heurteaux et al., 

1995). KATP activation has been attributed as one of the neuroprotective effects of adenosine 

during hypoxia/anoxia induction (Heurteaux et al., 1995). Heurteaux et al. explored the role of 

adenosine and KATP channels during ischemic preconditioning in various brain structures using a 

rat model (Heurteaux et al., 1995). They found that use of KATP openers in combination with an 

A1R agonist resulted in 70% protection, whereas ischemic preconditioning resulted in 100% 

protection in the CA1 region of the hippocampus. It was suggested that the difference in 

protection is due to the upregulation of heat-shock proteins, which occurred during 

preconditioning and was inhibited by application of the A1R agonist and KATP opener. Similarly, 

Pell et al. (1998) describes how AR antagonists and a KATP blocker abolish the protective effects 

of ischemic preconditioning in myocardial ischemia. Future studies surrounding anoxic coma in 

an insect model can further investigate these findings. Genetic manipulation of Drosophila to 

downregulate AR expression in neurons and glia of the CNS can provide insight into the 

neuroprotective effects of adenosine during anoxia. Furthermore, if protection is abolished in 

genetically engineered flies, a pharmacological approach can be taken through application of an 

AR agonist and KATP blocker in a wildtype fly prior to coma induction to examine whether 

neuroprotection is reliant on KATP activation.  

 

 The semi-intact preparation used in chapters 3 and 4 is effective at providing molecular 

and cellular measures with relatively minimal disturbance to the animal. However, due to the 

protective layers of the BBB covering the CNS it is difficult to know the concentration of 

pharmacological agent entering the neuropil. Although this is not necessary to establish an effect 

of a drug, knowing the dose-dependent characteristics of treatments is beneficial. This is 

especially important when dealing with drugs such as caffeine that have known biphasic 

responses. Moving forward, use of an injection system directly into the ganglion may be an 
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important first step in experiments to establish whether an effect occurs and at which 

concentration of drug.  

 

 A locust model is useful for the investigation of protective mechanisms associated with 

stress-induced coma and the characteristics of SD initiation and recovery. This invertebrate 

system allows for convenient preparation that provides direct access to the CNS while monitoring 

animal behaviours such as ventilation. Use of this system to investigate the mechanisms 

underlying SD can provide an evolutionary prospective to mammalian SD and associated 

pathologies. Similarly, a greater understanding surrounding the mechanisms used to cope with 

anoxic stress in insects contributes to the extensive literature on anoxic-tolerant species. The 

physiological capabilities of animals in response to environmental stress is a widely studied 

subject area that allows researchers to test the limits of survival and how these strategies have 

developed throughout evolution. The findings of this thesis contribute to these subject areas to 

provide further understanding of the mechanisms involved in insect anoxia tolerance and SD. 

However, as mentioned, there are many questions that remain and areas to be expanded on. 

Determining the structure and function of the locust AR is critical to draw conclusions about the 

pharmacological manipulation of this receptor and which pathways are affected. With this, we 

can determine whether cAMP or KATP channel manipulation contribute to the effects of adenosine 

on recovery of synaptic transmission. Genetic manipulation of the known Drosophila AR will 

help to establish the role of adenosine on both neuroprotection and delay of recovery. Lastly, the 

use of a ligand-receptor binding assay will determine the interaction between the Na+/K+-ATPase 

and the KATP channel inhibitor glybenclamide. However, there are still many overarching 

questions to be answered surrounding this research; is there adaptive value for SD in insects? 

What is at the forefront of SD initiation in locusts, and is this consistent with mammalian models? 

Do the protective effects of adenosine accumulation prior to anoxia outweigh the delay in 
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synaptic recovery? Are the same mechanisms responsible for thermal and anoxic 

preconditioning? Continued research using an insect model will contribute to our understanding 

of the mechanisms underlying SD allowing for unanswered questions to be addressed.   
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5.2 Summary 

1. L. migratoria can enter reversible stress-induced comas, which are associated with SD 
and has all of the characteristics of mammalian SD.  

2. Coma can be induced via anoxia, hyperthermia, hypothermia, and chemical ‘anoxia’. 

3. The characteristics of anoxic coma remain consistent between different methods of 
anoxia; however, the rate of coma induction and recovery vary.  

4.  Anoxia via water immersion greatly increased the time to coma induction and the time to 
recovery compared to CO2 and N2 gas anoxia. This delay is associated with a reservoir of 
air in the trachea during immersion, and the increased stress associated with water 
clearance from around spiracles. 

5. CO2 gas greatly decreased the time to coma induction, due to its anesthetic effects. 
Recovery times were longer than those of N2 treatments, indicating greater metabolic 
stress.  

6. Adenosine accumulates during hypoxia/anoxia and has been attributed with 
neuroprotection in mammals and anoxia-tolerant vertebrates. However, during recovery 
adenosines contributes to a delay in synaptic recovery following SD.  

7. In locusts, application of adenosine increased the time to functional recovery in whole 
animals and increased the time to recovery of neural excitability in semi-intact 
preparations, suggesting AR activation contributes to a delay in synaptic recovery in 
insects.  

8. Caffeine acts as a dose-dependent AR antagonist and had a biphasic effect on recovery in 
whole animals; low doses, acting via AR, decreased the time to recover and high doses 
increased recovery times compared to the other caffeine treatments.  

9. In semi-intact preparations caffeine decreased the time to coma induction and increased 
the time to motor pattern return during recovery, which may be a result of too high a 
dosage. 

10. In mammalian studies cAMP and KATP channels have been implicated in the adenosine 
pathway. 

11. A cAMP activator, NKH-477, resulted in increased recovery times in semi-intact male 
animals. This finding it surprising given that the cAMP/PKA pathway has been 
previously involved in neuroprotection during coma.  

12. A KATP channel inhibitor, glybenclamide, decreased the time to coma induction in semi-
intact animals and increased the time to recovery in both whole animal and semi-intact 
preparations, indicating that KATP channel inhibition facilitates SD.  
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13. A KATP channel activator, pinacidil, decreased the time to functional recovery in whole 
animals, however no effect was found in semi-intact preparations 
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